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Executive Summary
This evaluation was performed to provide seismic risk importance. information to support
the IST risk ranking project. The IST risk ranking. task is a subtask of a pilot-project which
is evaluating the feasibility of extending the test interval of low safety significant
components. APS released a report in December 1995 (Reference 1), which described
the PVNGS IST risk ranking process. The December 1995 report included a seismic risk
ranking for each component which was evaluated therein. The seismic risk ranking In the
December 1995 submittal (Section 4.1.3.4) was based on whether the seismic event
required an additional functional response, other than the functional responses
considered within the (internal-events) PRA, and if so whether this additional functional
requirement significantly increased the risk importance of the component.

The NRC has requested additional information (Reference 2) regarding the external
events ranking process, including consideration that external events could potentially
alter the overall component importance despite the fact that it does not require a
component functional. response other than that which has already been considered in the
PVNGS (internal-events) PRA. Therefore this new study considers both whether a
seismic event significantly increases the frequency with which a component is required to
operate for accident mitigation purposes, in addition to considering whether a seismic
event requires an additional functional response which may not have been considered in
the Internal events ranking process. This study reevaluates the seismic risk ranking of
each of the components which was ranked in Reference 1 (approximately 240 separate
valve groups).

The results of the study are documented in Table 1 and in appendix A of this study. Of
approximately 240 valve groups which were considered, 38 valve groups were ranked as
medium risk and 2 valves were ranked as high risk. For the remainder of the valves it was
shown that the Internal events PRA risk was much more affected by a proposed test
interval change than the, seismic risk and that it.is therefore appropriate to risk rank those
components based on their importance to the internal events PRA and/or that the
resulting seismic risk increase was small enough in absolute terms to justify a ranking of
low using the Reference 1 criteria of a Fussel-Vesely measure less than 1E-3 and a Risk
Achievement Worth of less than 2.

The components which were found to have significant impact on the seismic risk relative
to the internal events impact were:

(1) Components which affect the ability to establish Shutdown Cooling (SDC)
conditions including Auxiliary Pressurizer Spray System (APSS), SDC, and
Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) components. This is because large seismic
events could potentially result in long term unavailability of offsite power, loss
of some CST inventory (inventory in excess of Tech Specification required
volumes) and unavailability of CST makeup. (In the internal events PRA, SDC
is typically not required as a means of long term cooling). The two
components which were ranked as high risk components were motor operated
valves required to maintain the charging pump suction following a loss of
offsite power (CH-501 and CH-532) which have relatively high failure
probabilities and are single failure points which could prevent establishing
SDC entry conditions (conservatively taking no credit for operator action to
either prevent or recover from gas binding of the charging pumps).

(2) Components that isolate non-seismically qualified piping from the containment
and are not maintained closed. This is because the seismic event could be
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postulated to result in-a direct breach of the containment following a seismic�
'ventif both containment isolation v@lvls Wer|t'O faiil open. (Failure of, these,

valves to close folllowing an internally initiated core damage event is generally,

not critical since the piping remainis il|taCt preventing a direct release to

containment).

i~
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Seismic Risk Ranking-- 1ST Program

study considers both whether a seism
frequency with which a component is req
purposes, in addition to considering w
additional functional response which m
Internal events ranking process.

ic event significantly increases the
uired to operate for accident mitigation
hether ~a seismic, event requires an
ay not have been considered in the

This study is intended to provide a revised assessment of the importance of IST
components to seismic risk, in consideration of NRC comments in Reference 2

(Specifically question ff PRA-9 from Page 19 which is included as Appendix 8iof i

this study).).

1.0 Introduction
This evaluation was performed to provide seismic, risk importance Information to

support the IST ri. k ranking project. The IST risk ranking task is a subtask of a

pilot-project which is evaluating the feasibility of extending the test interval of low

safety significant components. APS released a report in December 'i1995
i

(Reference 1), wlhich described the PVNGS I~>T risk ranking process. The
December 1995 report included a seismic risk ranI(ing for each component which
was evaluated therein, llhe seismic risk ranking ln the December 1995 submittal
(Section 4.1.3A) was based on whether the seismic event, required an addit'ional

'unctionalresponse, other than the functional responses coirisidered within the
(internal-events) PRA, ancl if so whether this additional functional requirement
significantly increased the risk importance of the component.

The NRC has requested additional information (Reference 2) regarding the,
external events ranking process, Inclluding consideration that external events

could potentially alter the overall component importance despite the fact that it

does not require a component functional response other than that which has
already been considered in the PVNIGS (internal-events) PRA. Therefore this new,

2.0 General, Approach
The general approach was to reevaluate fhq safety,significance of

'each'omponentwhich was considered in the origiinal IST ranking and to make
an'ssessmentabout whether the safety significance of the valve as measured by

the internal events PRA shoulld be increased due to the frequency with which the
component would be required to mitigate a seismic event. If the-frequency with
which a component is required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event
was estimated to be much le. s than the frequency that it is required to mitigate a
similar internal initiating event then it is appropriate for the component ranking to
be based upon the components importance to the internal events PRA, and the
seismic risk signifiicance was rated liow [For a select few components which were
recognized as being most Important to seismic risk (and'elatively more important
to seismic events than to internal events) a scdpirhg levlluhtion was performed to
verify that the low ranking was justified on an absolute basis using the decision
criteria of the original IST ranking (RAW < 2;i FV <'1E-3)].
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3.0 Risk Importance Assumptions/Guidelines~

~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~

ln evaluating the risk significance of plant components to mitigating a seismic
event a number of simplifying assumptions were. made:

(1) Seismic events were judged to be minor contributors to the Internal events
initiating event frequencies for Large and.Medium LOCAs, Main Steam-line
Breaks, and Steam Generator Tube Rupture events. The Palo Verde SSE
frequency is 8E-5/yr (Reference 4, Table 6-1) and Reference 5 shows
typical fragilities for primary piping and seismically qualified secondary
piping at levels in excess of several times the SSE peak ground
acceleration. Therefore it is concluded that the seismic initiated initiating
event frequencies for these events are substantially less than the
corresponding internal events initiating event frequency, EPRI-NP-6041-SL
,(Page 3-8 and 3-9) also concludes that these events are minor contributors
to seismic risk, based on previous industry studies.

(2) Seismic events can be a significant contributor to the frequency of
extended 'loss of offsite power events. 'Scoping calculations performed
within this study for the seismically initiated loss of offsite power. events will

conservatively assume no credit for recovery of offsite power for a period of
24 hours, and will assume that the (non-seismic) Gas Turbine Generators
are unavailable. An extended loss of offsite power event requires operation
of the Auxiliary Pressurizer Spray System (the Pressurizer Vents are a
possible backup but not credited herein) and the SDC system and this
impact is considered in,scoping calculations performed:herein.

(3) Seismic events were judged to be minor contributors to Transient Events
with offsite power available. Since the OBE frequency is 3E-4/yr
(References 4 and 6) and since seismic events below this'level would not
be expected to cause reactor trip or damage to balance of plant equipment
and the transient, and the internal events initiating frequency'for these
transient events is several orders of magnitude higher.

(4) Seismically induced small LOCAs are not expected since RCS pipping and
attached instrumentation lines are seismic category 1. Regardless, since
the internal events PRA small LOCA-initiating event frequency (IEF) 8E-3/
yr is much greater than the SSE frequency, it is clear that seismic events
do not significantly impact the overall IEF. The frequency of a small LOCA
with concurrent loss of offsite power is potentially affected and this wilt be
considered in the ranking of HPSI components and High Pressure
Recirculation components. It is assumed for the purpose of scoping
calculations performed in this study that ten percent of seismically induced
loss of offsite power events also cause a concurrent small LOCA;

(5) In estimating risk for seismically initiated events no credit is taken for
operation of non-seismic category equipment. The N train AFW pump is
the notable example of"equipment which is credited for accident mitigation
in the internal events PRA but is conservatively assumed failed for
seismically initiated loss of offsite power events. The N train pump is
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located in the Turbine Building and may not be available for seismic events
of SSE size and larger due to seismic',iNer@ctiqn coricems.

(6) lf a concern relating to-seismic risk, was,noted from extending the test
interval of a parIticular component then that, component was ranked ps
Medium risk unless a .;coping calculation indicated that it would meet the
criteria in.Reference 1. for designating ia qorjnppnqnt,as high risk (i,e.-
Fussel-Vesely Value of 0.01 corresponding to a CDF of ) 4.7E-7 involving
failure of that component or a risk: increase greater than 4,7E-5
corresponding to a risk achievement worth greater than 2). Some qf the,
components designated as medium may not meet the reference 1 criteria,
of being rated a medium {e.g. - normally open containment isolation valves
on non-seismic category 1 piping= whose faillure would increase the
frequency of a core damage event with failure of containment isolation but
would not affect core damage frequency).

4.0 Results and Conc,fusions

The Results of the study are documented in Table 1,and in appendix A of this
study. Each of the valve groups which were rarIkep ip Reference 1 (approxima>ely
240 separate 'valve groups) were re-ranked for seismic ask importance. Thirty~
eight valve groups vvere ranked as mediurri ri~k an(9 t>yo.,valves were ranked as
high risk. For the remainder of the valves it yias shown that the tntemal events,
-PRA risk was much more affected by-a proposed test interval change than the
seismic risk aind that it is therefore appropriate,to,risk rank those components
based on their, importance to the internal events PRA and/or that the resulting
seismic risk increase was smalll enough in,absolut@ terms to justify a,ranking of
low using the Reference 1 criteria of a Fussel-Vesely measure less than 1E.3 and
a RAW less than 2.

io

Atmospheiic Dump Valve (ADV) components. This is because large seismic,
events could potentially'. res'ult in long term unavailability of offsite power, loss
of some CST inventory (inventory in excess of Tech. Specification required
volumes) and unavailability, of CST makeup. (In the Internal events PRA, SDG
is t~ icalli not required as a ea s of long, term cooling). The twoxp
components which were ranked as high risik components were motor operate4
valves required.to irnaintain the charging pump suction following a hosp o~f

offsite power (CH-501 and CH-532) Which have relatively highs faillurq
probabilities and are single failure points which could prevent establishing
SDC entry cwind'itions (conservatively taking no credit for operator action to
either prevent or recover ft'om gas bgndingiof the, charging pumps).,

(2) Components that isolate non-seiSmipal)y qIuaIIfied piping from the containment
and are not rnaintaiined closed. This is because the seismic event could be
postulated to result in a-diirect,breach of the containment following a seismic
event if both containment isolation valves were to fail open. (Failure of these;

The components which were found to have significant impact on the seismic risb;
relative to the internal events impact 'were:

(1) Components which affect the ability to establish Shutdown Cooling,(SDC)
conditioris including Auxiliary Pressuri. er Spray System (APSS), SDC, and
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valves to close following an'internally iaitiated core damage event is generally
not critical since the piping remains intact preventing a direct release to
containment);

5.0 References
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Table 1A - Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which Is addressed in Tables C2 and C3)

'sr

Valve ID."

AFaSystem:

(tt o ~

tf;;t
Q g

'~'- Ol
to.'to.'

r

'o.!

+"~g:.= ":>,'„-:~+"-Description/Function
" Comments/ Basis for'Seismic,'Ftisk Ranking'~@." '~>~,

'-.—,.'-,".'...,'FA-V007

AFA-V015
AFA-V137

Y

AFW Pump AFA-P01 Suction Check Valve
Prevent reverse flowin the suction side piping of the A- train

pump and to open to allow sufficient flow to the operable steam
generatot(si to support an ordeny, or controttea, sac(down and
coofdown of the reactor followino dosion basis events.

AFW PP AFA-P01 Discharge Chk Valve
To close lo prevent reverse fiow in tho discharge side piping of
~ I A ~

' In nnhn tn sittnue heefcil shnt flnw tn thhuip A »assi yule sy aura lv vyl ~ ~ lv verve ~ vu r v v ~ ~ ~ ~

opsrantesteamgensrator(s>tosupponanordedy,orcontrotted, l
shutdown and cooldown of the reactor Iollowing design basis
AllOntts

Fail to Close (FTC) failure mode: Since all AFA suction and discharge piping is seismic category 1 a

seismic event would not fail the piping, therefore the risk signiTicance of the FTC/FTRC failure mode will

be driven by non-seismic events (The probability of a demand to dose would be proportional to the num-

DBf of AFAdemands, and tho AFA pump wiTi bo primariiy demanded by loss of trrisgin foedwater and loss

of offsite power events).

Fail to Open (FTO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a

non.seismic event (estiaiated as 2.7E-4/yr in Appendix A) is much greater than tho frequency with whichi
~ L races I 8 A ~ 'tst ~ h vh(ms( hsrhnt lhrt(inhthrl hm 7 7a RAn'n An(ton(tix A'1 the risk tutp ArA tsusssy sp ~ sppvpv sv saul(Gasp a parve ~ stu maven tuvv. ~ eu ~" I ~ -...rr-"—.-- -I

imporlance of tho AFA pump and associated valves Is driven by non-seismic events.

AF8-V022

AF8-V024
AF8-V138

AFA-V079
AFa.vnen

Y Suction Check Valve Pump AFB P01 Suction Check Valve
To close to prevent reverso flow in the suction side piping of tho

~% . A ~ ~ If ~ ~ Ht ~ tt In Itsh nnhrhMhgg»aiss tsutsstr assv av vypss av assvW pusslJpes ~ ssvrV sv leep vypslsvsp

steam generator(s) to support an orderly, or controlled, shutdown
and cooldown of the reactor loffowing design basis events.

AFB-P01 Discharge side Chk Valve
To close to prevent reverso fiowin the discharge sidepiplng of
the B.train pumps and to open to allow sufficient fiow to the
oporabto steam generator(s) tosupportanorderiy, orcontrÃied,
shutdown and cooldown of tho reactor followingdesign basis
events.

AF Pump Discharge To FW SG
Tommafn dosed toyrevmt reverso-fiovr of mainfoedwator into
AF System A- and B-train piping, to open to allow sufficient flow
to the operable steam generator(s) to support an orderly, or
controffed, shutdownalÃf cooidown Qf the reactor fofiowlno
design basis events.

Fail to Close (FTC) failure mode: Since all AFB suction and discharge piping is seismic category 1 a

seismic event would not fail tho piping, theroforo tho risk signilicanco ol tho FTC/FTRC failure mode wiiii
bh rl 'n b» non~ SGISrnio huhnte ITnh nrobabllitu nf 8 den(and tn Cinee WOuid be PrOPOrtional tO the num-I

ber of AFB demands, and the AFB pump willbe primarily demanded by loss of main feedwater and loss

of olfsite power events).

Fail to Open(FTO) failure mode: Since the frequency wiihvmich the AFB pump is needed to t(Hfigate a

nonse!smic event(estimated as 85E-4/vr in Aooendix A) is much greater than the frequencyIwfth which

the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 8.2E-6/yr ln Appendix A), the risk

importance of the AFB pump and assocfated vaives is driven by non-seism(c events.

The high risk significance ranking of these valves is based on the needlor these valves to op Gt t foll~owlslg

a SGTR or SLB event. Since a!! tAG pipkig Is seismic cateoorv 1I the probability of either of these events

occurring from a seismic event (SSE frequency ~ BE-5) is much loss than the probability that they occur

fOr Other reaSOnS. TherefOre the riSk raniYingS for theSe ValVOS ShOID1d be baSed Onl Pselr imspOI""GCe lO

non.seismic events.

AFB-HV30
AF8-HV31

Containment Isolation

AFW Pump B Flow Control Valve to SG
To regulate the flowof auxiliary feedwater at the discharge side of
B- train puinp. The AF System is designed to provide-sufficient
flow to the operable steam generator(s) to support an orderly, or
contiotled, shutdown and cooidown of ttio reactor foifowtng

des!gnbasisevents --—— — —— ---- -------

Fail to Open (FTO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFB pump is needed to mitigate a

non.seismic event (estimated as 8.5'/yr In Appendix A) is much greater than the frequency wiihwhich

the AFA pump Is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 8.2E-6lyr In Appendix A), tho risk

importance of the AFB pump and associated valves Is driven by non.seismic events.
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Table 1 mary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation ( tems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 and

~$'x";." ':.-";,:"~ "".—7'- - Commentsl Basis for.,Seismic'Rtsk Ranking <:"-:;-~~P'-

AFB-UV34
AFB.UV35

AFW Pump B Supply to SG Isolation
To isolate the flowof auxiliary feedwater at the discharge side of
B.train pump and to provide sufricfent flow to the operable steam
generator(s) to support an orderly, or control!ed, shutdown and
cooldown of the reactor following design basis events.

Fail to Open (FTO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFB pump is needed to mitigate a
non.seismic event (estimated as 8.5Eahp In Appendix A) is much greater than the frequency with which
the AFA pump Is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 82E-6/yr fn Appendix A), the risk
importance of the AFB pump and associated valves is driven by non-seismic events.

AFA.HV32
AFC-HV33

AFC.UV36
AFA.UV37

Containment Isolation

AFW Pump A Discharge Isol to SG
To regulate the flowof auxiliary feedwater at the discharge side of
A.train pump to provide suffident flow to the operable steam
generator(s) to support an orderly, or, controlled, shutdown and
cooldown of the reactor following design basis events.

AFW to SG Downstream Valve
To isolate the flow of auxiliary feedwater at the discharge side of
A- train pump and to provide sufficient flow to the operable steam
generator(s) lo support an orderly, or controlled, shutdown and
cooldown of the reactor following design basis events.

Fail to Open (FTO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFApump is needed to mitigate a
non-seismic event (estimated as 2.7E</yr ln Appendix A) is much greater than the frequency with which
the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 7.7E 6/yr in Appendix A)~ the risk
importance of the AFA pump and associated valves is driven by non-seismic events.

Fail to Open (FTO) failure mode'. Since the frequency with which the AFApump is needed to mitigate a
non.seismic event (estimated as 2.7E-4/yr in Appendix A) is much greater than the frequency with which
the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 7.7E-6/yr fn Appendix A), the risk
Importance of the AFA pump and associated valves is driven by non-seismic events.

AFA.HV54

AFA-V002

AFA-V006
CTA-V015

AFA-V016

Containment Isolation

AFW Turbine Trip And Throttle Valve
To act as a trip valve during normal operation for the A-train pump
turbine drive and to provide sufflctent flow to the operable steam
generator(s) to support an orderly, or controlled, shutdown and
cooldown of the reactor following design basis events.

N Main Steain Supply to AFW PP A (Manual Valve)

N AFA-P01 CST Suction (Manual Valves)

N AFA.P01 Discharge (Manual Valve)

Fail to Remain Open (FTRO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFA pump is needed to
mitigate a non.setsinlc event (estimated as 2.7E</yr in Appendix A) Is much greater than the frequency
with which the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 7.7E-6/yr in Appendix A)~

the risk importance of the AFApump and associated valves is driven by non-seismic events.
)

Fail to Remain Open (FTRO) failure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFApump is needed to
mitigate a non.seismic event (estimated as 2.7'/yr in Appendix A) ls much greater than the frequency
with which the AFApump fs needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 7.7E-6/yr In Appendix A),
the risk importance of the AFApump and associated valves ls driven by non.seismic events.

AFB-V021
CTB-V014

AFB-V025

AFN.V001
AFN-V013

N AFB.P01 CST Suction (Manual Valves)

N AFB.P01 Discharge (Manual Valve)

N AFN-P01 Suction (Mariual Valve)
AFN.P01 Discharge Manual Valve

Fail to Open'(FTO) fa1ure mode: Since the frequency with which the AFB pump is needed to miflgate a
non.seismic event (estimated as 8.5E-4/yr In Appendix A) ls much greater than the frequency with which
the AFB pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event (estimated as 8.2E-+r in Appendix A), the risk
importance of the AFB pump and assodated valves Is driven by non-seismic events.

The AFN pump is located in the turbine building and is not seismically qualiTied and therefore cannot be
relied upon to operate following a seismic evenL Even If it were assumed to be capable to withstand a
maJor seismic event (e.g. - the SSE) the frequency with which it is required to mitigate non.seismic
events (1.8EA/yr) would be much greater than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate
a seismic initiated event («1E-5/yr). Therefore the risk rankhg for this valve should be based on its
importance to mitigating non-seismic events.
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Table 1A - Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which is addressed in.Tables C2 and C3)

">1«

"'.;Valve",ID!:.

"s~~-~~IS. d

E«c,'aj
:-.Qf O ~

og
fO',CO'

a~If

~ fo'«IbrsAcp'wrp1

@f~'g<,~~ bi/(hr'/+..(~W .sr>grsdl, kg*>vv ap e

'Des'cfiption/Functiofi"."."";j--;";< i'~~~~-., //A%4- <,'v'.","'a,.1IS<',rrr""=.COmrnentS/.BaSiS'fOr SeiSrniC'.Rick Ranking~,.-. r!4~«""';;~@1'4-'."- .

+pe'bl ><, r.„,~ ~ ",', JtsufeLr'~> a '>'ver~ >«rare

Icp I rare'S «$ ~4 /f«/vr: rrwaTr Jrblsrlji>QW~+y «r/1" 4 r «J S'Jp- ' f/&V

AFN-V012 L N AFW PP AFN P01 Discharge Chk

To prevent reverse flow in the discharge side piping of the N-train

pump and to provide suffident flow to the steam generator(s) for
the control of reactor coolant temperature during normal start-up,

hot standby and shutdovm conditions, and for initial filland

makeup.

Fail to Open Failure mode - Since the AFN pump is located in the Turbine bugding it cannot be relied-

upon to operate following a major seismic event (refer to AFN-V001 basis for addigonal rationale).

Fail to Close/ Prevent Reverso Flow -" Ii the N pump discharge piping w'ere to fail as a result of the seis-

mic event and the check valve were to fail to dose unacceptable consequences would result if both

FWIVs failed to dose and both check valves in the seismic 1 piping were to fail. The probability of such a

scenario is < 1 E-ger so the seismic contribution to the components risk significance is negligible.

CTA.HV004
CTA HV001

u AFN.P01 Suction From Condensato Storage Tank e r ~ .. v . r ...a.-- s.- I '.. ~ ~ rs>I sgsa Kg lrain nininn fail« andhaih GT 1 QrldIl UIU rqi rg IIVIIIIIlu IUanli1ing wllen Use auiaaaaiu uvuee ~ «>sew«isa cusva ~ eu ~ e ~ "I-I-.u ---—.——--- —-

CT-4 fail to dose there would be an uncontrolled loss ol CST Inventory from the break. The risk increase
[

from failure of either valve is negligible (8E-5/yr SSE frequency '.05 probability that N pump is in ser-~:
~ .'. ~i I I ~ I I ' I ~ g we g h hititu ghat r T 4 faiia'i However since standard desianlViua «as uiu usssu ari uiu ausaesaiu uvusea ~ .mv=u g ev

practice of having these valves powered by separate electrical trains has been deviated fromin order to '-

allow greater AFN reliability, it is judged that tho export panel should consider this fact in deiormining tho
l

CT I anri CT 4 ranliinre

f'.P Scrstam

, CPA UV2A
'

; CPB.UV3A

CPA.UV2B
~ CPB.UYGB

CPA UV4A
CPB-UV5A

CPA.UV43
CPB-UV5B

GT Systsm.
'TA-V018

CTB-V020

GTA-V018
CT8-Vetig,

CTA-V037
CTA-V038

CTA-V015

CTB-V014

CTA.HV004,
CTA.HV001

N GTMT.Bldg Refueling Purge Sup. Duct Isolation Damper

N GTMT Bidg Reiuoiing Purge Exh; Duct isoiation Damper

N r CTMT BldgPer. Acc. Purge Exn. Duct isolaiion Damper

N Cdns Transfer.Pump Discharae Chk Vlv

N CST Pump to SFP (Manual Valves)

, N Fuel Pool Supply Une Chk Vlv from CT Pump

'ee

AFA-V006

See AFB-V021

See AF Table

"N CTMT Bldg Pwr. Acc. Purge Sup. Duct Isolation Damper

I"

At least one of tho two series valves in each of tho 4 containment penetrations woukf be required to

close following a seismic induced core ifamage event ifa containmenl purge was Ir1 progress al hie gsaiui,

0! Lho seisnilc event Since tho freauoncv of a seismic induced coro. damage event occurring with(

conrainmeni purge in progress («Ig.gi'Srl and since failures oi boih valves would be required io ger
el

potential Large Early Reiease, faliure a single valve would nis1iit in a LERF Increase ol <5E-10 (Faitu.'e

. of a single AQV was estimated as 1.5E.6/hr from NUREG/CR-2770 page 52:viith 18 month tost).
'hereforeLERF would not be significantly changed if one of these valves were to fail (Internal events

LERF Is ) 1F 6/yr). Only 4A,4B,5A,5B afe Opened at powof «usd Ose y- fof Sho. pon S Of lb..e- 0

depressurize the containment, therefore (given lhe low frequency of a seismic event with thiISG valves

open estimated at less than 1E-6) it Is judged. However since these valves provide a targe di~ect gow
~ J J u a u ~ e I ~ i I ei ~ . I, he herl isa awlanriari hauneJ 1 A hspain it iS rGCOmmenooo Ulal illa IUai ulusl Y«II Iui ueuau Vcuvua ~ sus u r ~

— — months-

g>dw'ri "»: a ',: i ", v ~ee'rcrrm > .rri u«. " =%.i na er,«gf >-%9~%ecscs='. ash,.g w'» ijwQe n . Oevbr- >

i These valves are not modeled in the internal events PRA, and only CTAV016 and CTBV020 impact the

reliability of safety systems fotlowfng.a'seismic event. However. GTA-V016 and CTA-V0201mpacts the

avaiiaoiiily oi maKeup lo Ulo cA/ w«g «cased vh- 4'\/ris>U ~
~... e" as rra a=sar J nrh re ii 'm IMmsar mssrna Ianira anlf it IS OOQCAivabte thai ihe

seismic event could result in some leakage from these systems (e.g. - see 41AL-1RK7C Alarm Wiridow .

7C14A). Therefore it is recommended that tho CT-16/CT-20 stroke test interval not be extendedbeyond
'8 n""I""



T bi mmar)/ of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation stems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 an

;~gag"-~P(r-

"'Valve.lD

-",,

DG/DF System:

DFA-V012
DFB-V019

DGA-V066
DGA-V067
DGB-V068
DGB-V069

0GA-V317
DGB-V417

DGA-V318
DGB-V418

DGA-V510
DGB-V610

DGA-V520
DGB-V620

DGA-V355
DGB.V455

DGA-V364
DGB.V464

DGA-V332
DGB-V432

DGA-V396
DGA-V397
DGB.V496
DGB-V497

EO

O g

to UJ

''-~'~jg ~~:-,.~~'."",,'- ~'escription/Functton " '„'-.,~'.a-'. t~;".', '.-'.

4..'-'-":"'.".:-'-.";-- ":::-::. " ':

Y DG FO. Transfer Pump Discharge Chk Vlv

Y Start AirDryer Discharge Check Valve

Y DG Jkt Wtr Circ Pump Discharge

Y Jkt Wtr Htr Discharge

Y Check Valve for Turbo LO Filters

Y DG FO Sply HDR Chk Vlv

Y Spring Loaded Chk Valve at L.O. PP

Y DG LO. Circ Htr

Y DG F.O. Suction. Stmr Discharge Chk Valve

Y DG Start AirChk Vlv

Comments/ Basis forSeismic Risk Ranklrig .) '="» - ";~+'pp .„,',ji '.':

These valves are required to open (for core damage mitigation) during an extended loss of offsite power
with the GTG failed or unavailable. Although a large seismic event could cause an extended loss of olf-
site power and potentially fail the GTG, the frequency of such an event (approximately 8E-~ from
Appendix A) is much less than the frequency of an extended loss of offsite power as evaluated in the
PVNGS PRA (approximately 1E-She, 0.078/yr 0.0615 (3-hr non.recovery probability) 0.2 GTG failure
probability. Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk ranMng for these valves on the PRA (Internal
events) importance.

Fail to Close - Since these check valves form the boundary between seismic category 1 pfping and seis-
mic category 3 piping, there ls potentially some hcremontal risk by extending the IST frequency. How-
ever since there are 2 air start receivers per diesel, the DG failure probability is only increased by 1.4E-3
if th'e test frequency is extended to 6 years (CV-RC 5.4E-7/hr ' years '.1 assumed Beta), which
(when combined with 8E-S, seismic initiating frequency) still Indicatos a FV and RAW ranMng of Low.
Therefore these valves are ranked low for seismic risk, however il the test interval is increased to three
years it is recommended that the test be staggered such that at least one valve one each DG Is tested
every 3 years.
Fail to Open - As shown in Appendix A, tho probability tho DGs (and therefore those valves) are required
to operate in order to mitigate a non.seismic event is much greater than tho probability that they are
required to mitigate a seismic event. Therefore the risk importance of those valves (Ior this mode) should
be based upon their importance to the internal events PRA (which Is minimal due to redundancy and due
to the fact that these valves get tested during DG test starts).

These components were ranked high risk in Reference 1. As shown in Appendix A, the probability that
the DGs are required to operate in order to mitigate a non-seismic event Is much greater tharI the proba-
bility that they are required to mitigate a seismic initiated event. Therefore it Is appropriate to base the
risk ranMng for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) importance.

The probability that the DG is required to mitigate a non.seismic Is much greater than the probability that
it is required to mitigate a non-seismic event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk
ranking for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) importance.
The probability that the DG is required to mitigate a non-seismic is much greater than the probability that
it is required to mitigate a non-seismic event (Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk
ranking for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) importance.

13-NS-C28 December 6, 1996 Page 12 of 57



Table 1A - Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 and C3)

," Valve'tD,'<;

DGA-V523
OGA-V524
DGB.V623
DGB-V624

DGA-UV3
DGB-UV4
OGA-UV5
DGB UV6
DG d.l IV7
DGB.UV8
DGA.UV9
Dr:B.tiv1n
OGA UV11
DGB.UV12
DGA.UV15
OGB-UV16

DGA.PSV5
DrB.PSV6
DGA.PSV7
DGB-PSV8

„".'n o,"
C
Ctt

.4 e

rra

~~'.~j~j>~t.-" 1@0'eascriptIon/Functton ', ".;~".;,-.r„-'; -j'.;;:

Y OG Turbo AirDischarge To Start AirChk Vlv

Y DG Start AirControl Valve

Y'G Start AirRec Press Safety Vaive

Comments/ 8'asis for,Seismic RIsk'Ranking'...Ctt.'.", t-"';„"pi '-'.=-'","a..:.";

The probability that the DG is required to mitigate a non.seismic is much greater than the probability that

it is required to mitigate a non-seismic event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk

ranking for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) importance.

The probability that the OG is required to mitigate a non seismic is much greater than the probability!hat

it is required to mitigate a non-seismic event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk

ranking for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) importance.

ihe probabiiity that the uta is requtrttu tv t»itiuaw a t twt-aaawsetv ra ~ eevv ~ u. ~ ~ - . ~ -—n.-—...., .-.. ~ ~ e ..~ a .a r t t ta nvuhnraatar than tha nrnhahilihr thai

it is required to mitigate a non.seismic event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk

ranking for these valves on the PRA (Internal events) knportance.

OW,System: -~+
~

OWEeVQ6$
DWE-V062

EC System: ~ ~r

ECA-PSV75
ECB-PSV76

ECA-PSV95
ECB PSV96

L N Containment Isolation-

Expansion Tank Pressure Relief Valves

To prevent system over-pressurization in case of volume
expansion.

ESP Switchgear Room Essentia! ACUs (Coo!ing Coil}Pressure

Relief Valves

To prevent system over-pressurization in case complete/partial

plug ging of tubes or Inadvertent closure of isolation valve.

System le not required in order to mitigate a seismic initiated event (such as loss of offsite power or small

LOCA, therefore it ls low risk slgnTicant for seismic events. Valves are locked dosed during rmai
~t " L tk ~ ~a4 nan nfntnn ie nnt a anni'amUyttlallWIau\ II alai ~ IWI a'ala»d ystnIIu sv ~ v ~

The frequency with which a particular EC train is required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event

is much less than the frequency with which it woukf be required to mitigate a non-seismicaHy initialed

ttVttttt trtyyut tuiX nr. t t tat ate a n Ia aytnvt a~.v ~ - ~- .—...---—-a .—.-~ re a... et va r it t nriata tn haea Iha ric rankinn for these valves on the PRA

(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted in Reference 1 ~ these relief valves are not required to oper-

ate to allow system function to be achieved. they only must not spuriousiy actuate at system operating
~es and thie fs snction ie taetarl rdt trlnn fraqt tent system operational runs).

The frequency with which a particular EC train is required ln order to mitigate a seismically initiated event

is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non-seismically initiated

event (Appends A). Therefore lt Is approprhte to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA

(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted ln Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-

ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuale at system operating

pressures and this f~nctionis tested during frequent system operational runs).

13-NS-C28 Dece, 1996
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Table 1 mmary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation ( tems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 and

'-Valve ID.<.'ff""'-f:@'~;rAj",%..'.'~&Description/Function ~~; ='::t;".~"

d".,",-"».

;.::". Commentsl Basis for Seismic Risk Rankirig ~"«:,1-" '~~4-;< )'.,'.":..

ECA.PSV97
ECB-PSV98

ECA-PSV99
ECB-PSV100

ECA-PSV101
ECB-PSV102

ECA.PSV103
ECB.PSV104

ECA-PSV105
ECB.PSV106

ECA-PSV107
ECB.PSV108

ECB-PSV109
ECA.PSV117

Y Control Room Complex Essential AfrFiltration Units (Cooling
Coil) Pressure Relief Valves

To prevent system over. pressurization in case complete/partial
plugging of tubes or inadvertent dosure of isolation valve.

Y Electrical Penetration Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coil)
Pressure Relief Valves

To prevent system over-pressurization in case plugging of tubes
or inadvertent closure of isolation valve.

Y ECW Pump Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coil) Pressure
Relief Valves

To prevent system over pressurization in case plugging of tubes
or inadveitent closure of isolation valve.

Y CS Pump Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coil) Pressure Relief
Valves

To prevent system over-pressurization in case plugging of tubes
or inadvertent closure ol Isolation valve.

Y HPSI Pump Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coil) Pressure
Relief Valves

To prevent system over. pressurization in case plugging of tubes
or inadvertent closure of isolation valve.

Y LPSI Pump Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coil) Pressure
Relief Valves.

To prevent system over. pressurization in case plugging of tubes
or inadvertent closure of isolation valve.

Y AuxiiiaiyFee'd Water Pump Room AirCooling Units (Cooling
Coil) Pressure Relief Valves

To prevent system over-pressurizationin case plugging of tubes
or inadvertent closure ol Isolation valve.

The frequency with which a particular EC train is required in order to mitigate a selsmicatly initiated event
Is much less than the frequency with which it woukf be required to mitigate a non-seismically initiated
event (Appen'dix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted In Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function lo be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuate at system operating
pressures and this function is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency with which a particular EC train is required fn order to mitigate a seismically inigated event
is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non-seismically initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it Is approprfate to base the risk ranking for those valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted In Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuate at system operating
pressures and this function is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency with which a particular EC train is required in order to mitigato a seismically initiated event
ls much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigato a non-seismically initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk ranking for theso valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted in Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuate at system operating
pressures and this function Is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency viithwhich a particular EC train Is required ln order to mitigate a seismically initiated event
is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non.seismically kiitfated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it is approprhte to base the risk ranMng for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) Importance. (Also as noted fn Relerence 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spudously actuate at syste operating
pressures and this function is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency with which a particular EC train is required In order to mitigate a seismically initiated event
is much less than the frequency with which it woukf be required to mitigate a non-seismically hitiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk ranMng for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted in Reference 1, these relief valves aro not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuato at system operating
pressuros and this function Is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency with which a particular EC train is required In order to mitigate a sefsmtcatfy Initiated event
is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non-seismically initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted in Reference 1, those relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved. they only must not spudously actuate at system operating
pressures and this function Is tested during frequent system operational runs).
The frequency with which a particular EC train is required in order to'mitigate a seismically initiated event
is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non.seismicaily Initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted in Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-
ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuato at system operating
pressures and this function is tested during frequent system operational runs).
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Table 1A'- Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which Is addressed in Tables C2 and C3)

Is «h«~~))%+~

ECB-PSV120
ECA-PSV121

EW System:
'WA.UV065

EWA-UV145

EWA.PSV47
. EWB-PSV48
EWA.PSV61

'WB-PSV62,
EWA=PSV79

,
EWB-PSV80
EWA.PSV103
BMBgPSVIA4
EWA.PSV105
EWB.PSV106

L Y

Y

L Y

NC Cross-tie Valve

To aiiow EW water train A to supp!y coo!ie~

system.

~ Hen«nf tha frtra

SDC HX Safeties, EW Service Water Safeges, EW HX Safeties,

EW Surge Tank Safeties-

DC Equipment Room AirCooling Units (Cooling Coils) Pressure

Relief Valves

To prevent system over. pressurization in case plugging of'tubes

or inadvertent closure of isolation valve

The frequency with which a particular EC trainis required In order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event

is much less than the frequency viith which it would be required to mitigate a non.seismically initiated

event (Appendix A). Therefore it is approprtate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA

(Internal events) importance. (Also as noted ln Reference 1, these relief valves are not required to oper-

ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spuriously actuate at system operating

pressures and this function is tested during frequent system operalional runs).

ssqstQlp s ~hAc, pwpr u, r«ef', p rIr mgr e4~rhtmrtrgtler. o

ssof la
These valves wouldbe needed to supply ECW to per!tons of the NCW system followtng a lo p nt

cooling water or a loss of nudear cooting waleipumps.1towever the NCsystem is notse!seTsk-ca'egOPy!

! gui !".e nOW .",". ! here!isd upas!or thh purpose!at!owing a ma]or setsmtc event. Regard!san!he!

frequency of a loss of plant cooling water or a loss of nudear cooling water due to other causes is much

greater than ihe irequenoy O! a Se!Sm!Ca!!yeauaedtcuactP!all! COOling de!See aadear Ceegng ..-!-.'.r

The major ~e!sm!c safety signifcance ol these valves would be to close if they were Inft!allyopen when a
I

major seismic event occurred requiring isolation to conserve EW inventory. Due to the low probabi!ily ol[

this scenario, and Itic fact that it would affect only one-trakt of ECW and on!y ifthe vaatves mere to fail to I-

close, and the fact that the HPSI A and AFW A pumps only have moderate dependence on cooling, the

seismic. risk significance is ranked low. In,the event EW.65 and EW-145 were open at the lime of !hei
seismic eyelet Pgv65,and EY&145 would-be-required- toctosed.

%though

the dsk signiticance of theses

valves was shown to be low since the valves are normally maintained dosed ln mode 1, this presup-

poses that the valves viillbe maintained cfosed with IATroquent exceptions fast!ng less than -r2hours.

The frequency with which a particular EW train Is required In order to mitigate a seisrnlcaily INI!ated

event is much less than the frequency with which It would be required to mitigate a non.seismica! Iy initi~

ated event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropr!ate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA

(internal events ) rmportance;(A!so-as noted in Refemnce 1 these re!:ef va!ves are nol required to oper-

ate to allow system function to be achieved, they only must not spurhusly actuate at system)operating-

pressures and this function is tested during periodic system operational runs).

EWA HCV41
EWB.HCV42

'WA-HCV53
EWB-HCV54
EWA-HCV005
EWB-HCV006
EWA-HGV135
EWB.HCV136
EWA.HCV071
EVVB-HCV072

EWA-V021
EWB&043

-EWA.V022
EWB-V044

L uafvres Ew Purmn csectroee aMj These valves afe IMAMy op

Header Isolation Valves, EW HX Inlet Isolation, EW to Essential mitigation. Therefore they are low risk SIgnificant. (periodic cycling of these valves would not significantly

Chiller Inlet Isolation, EW to Essential Chiller Outlet decrease se!smic risx, since !hey are aiready highly re!fable cuoss.pone'Ptts whl~h aye tastarl hu system

operational and test demands which verify flow through the valves not by cydlng the valve.

0



Table ummary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation stems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 an

»

",Valve ID„".";

C

g«
Oi C

to ro

''«

Fy ~YQ~:'.'P@>';DescripIIorilFunctIon .';.""~;. 'i'.'.;;. :g~,'-.'.Ww'".." .'.'--,~ ."Commentsl Basis for Seismic Risk Ranking
>'='~Wg<%-"I~A,";..~.'P

System

FPE-V089 L
FPE-V090

GA System:;. „",."

GAE-V011
GAA UVI

GAE-V015
GAA-UV2

GR System:

Y Containment Isolation

Y High Pressure N2 Containmenl Isolation Valves

Y Low Pressure N2 Sply to ROT (Containmont Isolation) Valves

»

Aseismic event would not reasonably be expected to result in a fire inside containment that would
threaten any equipment retied upon for event mitigation.

Neither of these valves would be required to operate fn order to achieve event mitigation for any event
whhh would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of olfsite power or a small LOCA).
It the valves are maintained dosed except to add Nitrogen pressure to the SITs, then the stroke test for
both valves could be extended to 6 years. Extending the Appendix J leak test could result in some
increased leakage but PRAs (NUREG-1493) have shown minimal risk Impact and could be allowed if a
NUREG-1493 typo analysis is done to support the extension.
Neither of these valves would be required to operate in ordor to achiovo event mitigation for any event
which would potentially bo caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of offsito power or a small LOCA).
However since the piping is nonselsmic and GA.UV002 is normally open it is recommended (per tho
discussion ln Appendix A.3) that the stroke test of those valves not bo extended beyond 18 months.
Extending the Appendix J leak tost could result in some increased leakage but PRAs (NUREG.1493)
have shown minimal risk impact and could be allowed ifa NUBEG-1493 type analysis is done to supporl
the extension.

»

GRA-UV1
GRB.UV2

HC System: „"-
»

N RDT/Gas Surge Header- CTMT Isolation Neither ol these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event
which would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a hss of olfsite power or a small LOCA).
GR-1 and GR-2 would be required to dose/remain chsed folhwing a seismically Induced cqre damage
event to minimize the radionudide release from co'ntalnment. However, considering the low fiequency of
a seismically induced core damage event, and both tho chock valve and the sotenoid valve UV-2 not
dosing it is dear that the baseline PVNGS IPE frequency of 4.0E-8/yr (PVNGS IPE, Page 11-170) is not
significantly Increased if the test fnterval Is Increased to 6 years. However it Is recommended that the
overall Impact on the probability of core damage with containment isolation failure be performed
(considering both internal and seismic events) before extending tho strbko closed tost frequency on GR-
2 and GR-15 beyond 18 months. Extending the Appendix J leak tost could result in some increased
leakage but PRAs (NUREG-1493) have shovm minimal risk impact.

RU-1 CTMT Isol Solenoid ValvesHCB-UV44
HCA UV45
HCA.UV46
HCB.UV47

None of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event
which would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of olfslle power or a small LOCA).
Nor is there any significant impact on the probability of an uncontrolled release since system piping is
seismic cate o 1.9 ry

Hp System "-.' r> i'»,"'~c~irQM';;:»w»»»»P „, vL:rr~ . » ~ i...'»;» «/'» . » '~»'»;»ii
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Table 1A - Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which is'addressed in Tables C2 and C3)

;Valve,ID,.

HPA-V002
HPB.V004

HPA-HV7A
HPB HV8A

HPA-HV7B
HPB HV8B

HPA.UV1.
HPB.UV2

HP8.UV4

HPA UV5
HPB UV6
hlnh I Illn'alllA VVCaa

HPA-UV24

IASystem:--

IAE-V021
IAA.UV2

IAE-V072
IAE-V073

Ilt, OC"
'-'.O I'—

,
C'to

r0

N GTMT H2 Cntrl Rtn Une Chk Valve

N GTMT Post. LOCA H2 Monitor Inlet Sol Valve

N CTMT H2 Control Upstream Supply Isolation

ATa aT hlaa A ~ I A ~ I aa ac c aaaal ~ la aalattaaaaollal I na; vvllllvlvvwllalavaaala vut taay avvauvvaa

N CTMT H2 Control Return Isolation

hl
~

' TMT L12 Rel,lm~ Ia,niation trorn

N CTMT H2 Supply Isolation to PASS

GTMT Isolation AirSupply Check Valve
CTNTMT isolaiion inst Airisolation (SOVj

Service AirGTMT Isol West PPR

N GTMT Post-LOCA H2 Monitor Outlet Sol Valve

Comments/. Basis for Seismic Risk RanMng':. -'; >i . „~'ti'~„~,";t'„.,"

None of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event

which would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA).

Also since the Hydrogen Analyzer, Hydrogen Recombiners and Attached piping is category 1 and the

piping is normally isolated the frequency of a uncontrolled release would not be increased, if the test fre-

'uencywere extended. There would be some impact on the reliabitity to the Hydrogen analyzers and

Hydrogen Recombine rs which should be considered prior to extending the test interva.

None of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for,any event

WhiCh Wuulu poiertgaliy bo'Caused by a Seismlio eVenla Suo«aS a toes nl Offsite pOWer nr a Small LOCA),

Also since the Hydrogen Analyzer, Hydrogen Recombiners and Attached piping is category 1 and the

piping is normally isolated the frequency of a uncontroged release wo'uid not be increased, if the test fre-i '

w I d d Tl e ld b solve lmnal 1 nn the reliability'to the Hydrooen analyzers andi

Hydrogen Recombiners which sh'ould bo considered prior to oxtending tho test interval.

Neither of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation ior any event .

which would potentiagy be caused by a seismic event (such as a!oss of olfsite power or a small LOCA).,

However, as shown in Appendix A, extending the test intetval of these valves could affect the frequency

of a core damage event with failure of containment isolation (if aN non seismic category 1 piping is

assumed fo fuptureAueio the seismic event); Therefore itis recomtneaded that the stroke test on IAA-

UV2 remain at every 18 months).

Neither of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event

which would-potentially be causedbyasehmfc event (such as a toss of offsite power era smaN-LOCA).

Also since V072 is focked dosed (per 73DP-9XI01) there is no significant potential for a breach of

containment via this line.

NC System:,;:.'.
NCE-V118

NGR.UV401
NCA-UV402
NCB.UV403

NCA.PSV250
NCB.PSV251

PC System:

PCE-V070
PCE-V071

PCE-VO/5
PCE-V076

L
M

M

Y
Y

ITCa
Chk Valve in NCW suppiy to Contaitiment (NCE-Vii8)
NCW Containment Isolation MOV
NCW Containment Isolation MOV
NCW Containment Isolation MOV

Fuel Pool HT Ex A NCWS Relief

Fuel Pool Cleanup Suction GTMT Isol

Fuei Pooi Cieanup Rtn GTMT isoi

None of ihese valves weld be required fo ~erato fn order to achieve went mM~ hr any event

which woukf potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA).

However, as shown in appendix A, extending the test interval of these valves could affect the frequency

of a oore datrege event with faHure of containmtnt Isotation {ifaN non seismic category 1 piping is

assumed to rupture due to the seismic event). Therefore it is recommended that the stroke test on the

NC contaInment isolation valves remain at eve ty 18 months).

Neither of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event

which would potentially be causedby a seismic event (such as a loss of olfsite power or a small LOCA).

These valves are manual valves which are locked closed during normal power operations and are not

required to operate to achieve even mt g witlcll wvUIU potelltiagy vv cause

seisinic event fsuch as a loss 'or or a small LOCA). Extending the Appendix J leak test

could result in some increased leakage but PRAs (NUREG-1 493) have shown minimal risk impact.
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Table mmary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation stems except Sl and CH which is addressed ln Tables C2 an

,".~Valve,lD',""

PCN-V215

PCA.PSV35
PCB-PSV36

RD System:
.'=,'DA.UV23

RDB.UV24

RDB UV407

SP system

SP8-V012
SPA.V041

SPA.HV49A
SP8.HV50A

SPA HV498
SP8.HV508

SPE-HCV.207
SPE-HCV-208

,O,Ol'-

c::i
Ol QP
E

~.'o

M

L.

Not
Mod.

Y

SFP to BAMP Isolation Valve

Pressure Relief PC Hx

CTMT Isol Valve from Rad Sump Pumps

CTMT Radwasto Sump Pumps Discharge for PASS

Check Valvo Discharge Side ESP Pump

Pump Discharge Check Valve.
Flow/Pressure Control such that SP System operates at its
designed pressure and flow.

SP Inlet Isol Valve

Spray Header Valve
Normally open valves. AllowSP flow to spray nozzles for heat
rejection to atmosphere.

SP Inlet Spray By.pass
Spray Header Bypass Valve
HV-498/508 are normally dosed; HV-508/498 may be opened
(and HV.SOA/49A closed) to bypass the spray nozzles.

Spray Pond Cross Connect
Spray Pond Cross lie Valves.
To provide isolationbetween spray ponds A and 8 whenboth SP
trains are operating. During single train operation, allows both
volumes of pond water to be available for long term cooling.

M;.": - '„,-.;t"';";, ="- '-'.'ommentsl Basis for.Seismic.RIsk Ranking',,'„1k~: ~ ~„'-~>>i~.."''.g...;

A

This valve would not be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event which
would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA).

Neither of these valves would be required to operate in order to achieve event mitigation for any event
which would potentially be caused by a seismic event (such as a hss of offsite power or a small LOCA).

The only required function of those valves following a seismic initiated event would be to close to
achieve containment isolation. The effect on success of containment isolation Is similar to NC-402 and
NC<03 and therefore it is recommended that the test interval not be extended beyond 18 months on
these valves. Extending the Appendix J leak test could result in some increased leakage but PRAs
(NUREG-1493) have shown minimal risk impact.

The valve would not be required to operate to achieve event mitigation nor for to achiovo containment
isolation for any event which would bo caused by a seismic event (such as loss of offsito power or a
LOCA)

The frequoncy with which a particular SP train is required in order to mitigate a seismically initiatod event
is much less than the frequency with which it would be required to mitigate a non-seismically Initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it ts approprhte to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA
(internal events) importance.

The frequency with which a particular SP trainis required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event
is much less than the frequoncy with which it would be required to mitigate a non.seismically initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk ranking for these valves on the PRA
(Internal events) irnporlance.

The frequency with which a particular SP trainis required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event
is much less than tho frequency with which it would be required to mMgato a non-seismically initiated
event (Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk ranking for thoso valves on the PRA
(Internal events) Importance.

Neither of these valves would be required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power.
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Table 1A - Summary of Valve Seismic Risk Significance Evaluation (Allsystems except Sl and CH which is addressed in Tables C2 and C3)

SPA.PSV29
SPB.PSV30

SPA-PSV137'PB

PSV144

SPA PSV139
SPB PSV142

SPB.PSV138
SPA.PSV143

SPB PSV140
SPA-PSV141

SPA-HCV125
SPB.HCV126
SPA-HCV.127
SPB-HCV128
SPA HCV133,
SPB-HCV134
SPA.HCV135
SP8 HCV136

SPA.HCV045a
SPB HCV046
SPA.HCV047
SpB.Hcv048

SSS ystem:

S~ «I'a
aO,. ~

.Q ",rC;,
w;Q«r rt.y
s Et!
~;~,! Qi a

co'%i

a«r

N

Essential Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Tube Side Thermal

Relief

Fuel Oil Cooler Thermal Relief

Diesel Generator Jacket Water Cooler Thermal Relief

Lube Oil Cooler.Thermal Relief

A«if Irltelcuofef I laeaaiaal Relief

Diesel Generator Jacket Water and Lube Oil Cooler
Manuai isoiaiion Vaives.

Diesel Generator Jacket Water and Lube Oil Cooler
Heat Exchanger Isolaiion

Essential Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Manual Isolation Valves

Comm'enIst:.Baslsafcar.Seismic',Risk Rarikalng."".,",g™. „:",>",

"jpqgPjgj5«iiry'i ««Qfj~ r a a«'a««V« iaa''««a«:, rr 4@+>k «

None of these valves would be required to operate in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event such

as a loss of offsite power.

These valves are locked open valves and are required to remain open (and unplugged) lo allow suiii-
n L a«««««aa a ~ n n.. ~ aa,,' . a ah aval «GS ie ntfncijvniu inetnrl rJaaring DG leslifi9 arid

no additional testing is warranted as a result of any seismic risk concerns.

Low risk significant as valves are normally locked open and only closed for maintenance. The frequency

with which a particular SP/EW traIn is required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event is much

less !rien uie frequerlry Wiui Vrtgoha It v vuld be re"ulred lo mJgainate a non-Se!Sm!r~1lu initiated event

(Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk rank!ng foi these valves on the PgA (Internal

events) importance.

SSB-UV200
SSA.UV203

SSB UV201
SSA-UV204

ssB.UV202
SSA.UV205

WC System -.

WCE-V039

WCB;UV61
WCANV62

WCB«UV63

~ «4'~>" na,

Y Hot Leg Sampie CTMT Isoi

Y Press Surge Sample CTMT Isol

Y Press SiS Sampie C i MTIsol

Y Check Valve Inlet to CTMT Isol at U060

Y CHW Return CTMT Isol

Y Nerm CHW Suo CTMT Isol

iilese vatv8s are Aoi required to OPerate In order ao aa J'J aie 8 se!Gm!r n!!u Inltjaterl event such as a loss

of offsite power.

These valves are not required to operate In order to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a loss

of offsite power.
~.. ~ ...' ~ ~ i «a «l«aa a«a aniainnln n nninmlreilar!AtltotiidGVent SUCh as 8 lOSSIiieee VarNrr> aalu aaua aujuiaaaaa aM via«a«a«a«a aaa a«a«a«a ~ aa« ~ ~ ala ea a —~ -—-r ------——.—..-———

of offsite power.

Ag . ~ «2 q,, ai««~,aa. «aag' ... «ilia« ~ '.'«(V4Pd 'gi '-,Pi'~: "«

if it is conservatively assumed that all non.seismic pIping fails during the seismic event then Nese valves

ai 8 ImPoftant to maintaIA coAla!ArneA't Iso!ation fot!0'wIng 8 se!srPJc85y IAduce d cof8 damage eveAI (see

appendix A).Therefore it Is recommended that the stroke tests for the MOVs not be extended beyond 18

. monNs.



Table 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination
»»

,~~',Valve ID".-'"'.

.Ã~oa"vp.~v
C"

o "-'
Og

~E 4=v
cn-i= .ol 1
to'+2

lc .,c

. tecx

k.a,* »*,

l.o»jg
»»

)tlrcc
- 0;. cpm~».; Deocnptforilponclion'~.-'. Comments/ Basis foiSeismic Risk Ranking;,'-:j -',,~=, -;-~@-".-'„'.~"-~~

SIA-V105
SIB-V104

SIE-V113
SIE-V123
SIE-V133
SIE-V143

SIE-V114
SIE-V124
SIE-V134
SIE-V144

SIA-V157
SIB-V158

SIA-V164
SIB-V165

SIA-V201
SIB-V200

SIA-V205
SIB-V206

SIE-V215
SIE-V225
SIE-V235
SIE-V245

SIE-V217
SIE-V227
SIE-V237
SIE-V247

Y CS Pump suction manual valves

Y Discharge HPSI To Reactor Coolant Loops
Containment isolation. Prevents reverse flow and
provides isolation during SDC operation. Open to
allow HPSI flow.

Y Discharge LPSI To Reactor Coolant Loops
Containment Isotation. Prevents pressurization of
low pressure header during HPSI operation. Open
to allow LPSI or SDC Flow.

Check Valve on Suction Side ol CS Pump
Prevent reverse flowduring normal shutdown
cooling or pump maintenance. Open to allow
suction path for CS flow.

CTMT Isol Check Valve at Pen U021
Containment isolation. Prevent reverse drainage ol
containment spray header. Open to allow
containment spray flow.

Y LPSI Pump 1 Suction Check Valve
Prevent reverse flow during shutdown cooling and

pump maintenance. Open to allow LPSI flow.

Y Containment Recirculation Sump Screen
Prevent reverse gow of RWr to sump. Open to
allow Sl fiow from the containment sump.

Sl Tank Dischar'ge Check Valve
Isolate the SITs from the RCS when RCS pressure
is above SIT pressure during heat up, shutdown
and normal operating conditions. Open to allow SIT
flow.

Combined ECCS/SIT To Reactor Coolant
Isolate the SIS from the RCS when RCS pressure is
above SIS pressure during heat.up, shutdown and
normal operating conditions. Open to allow SIT,
LPSI ~ HPSI, and/or SDC flow.

These locked open MOVs are adequately tested by the quarterly pump test. Additional stroking of these
valves wouldnot significantly reduce seismic risk (since failure of these valves to fail to remain open is a small

contributor to overall core damage.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain dosed in order to mitigate non-

selsmically Initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base

the risk slgniTicance of these valves based on their importance to the Internal events PRA.

The frequency viithwhich these valves are required to either open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-

sefsmfcally initiated events ls much greater than the frequency that they would be re'quired to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore itfs appropriate to base

the risk significance ol these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open in order to mitigate non-seismically
initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain dosed in
order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk

significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open In order to mitigate a non-seismically initiated

event is much greater than the frequency with which it Is required to open to mitigate a seismically initiated
event (See Appendix A). Extending the Appendix J leak test could result in some increased leakage but PRAs

(NUREG-1493) have shovm minimal risk impact.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain closed in order to milfgate non-

seismlcally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to opert or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base

the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the Internal events PRA. In order to support
SDC operation dosure of this valve is not required since the associated MOV is dosed and CH-305/306 also

prevent back-flow to the RWT).

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain closed in orde'r to mitigate non-

seismtcaliy initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

dosed ln order to mitigate e seismically hitiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore il is appropriate to base

the risk significance of these valves based on their Importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-

seismlcally Initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

closed In order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base

the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-

seismlcally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

closed In order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base

the risk significance ol these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.
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Table 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Seismic'Risk Significance Determination

Its'A=; I~~A C~~A<At4%+ «~r~g~g 'PV<g~,j~+%~~4$ +qW S4P .='i~
~<'-a-'-;,

~t$,':~~ ~;;:, w~".Commentslr Basfs forlStjfs'mic'Risk'a«'nkiiig:„-pe~'j, b„".~+~j$ j(,
~ @i<~,;

'IA-V470

.SIB-V402

SIA-V404
SIB-V405,

AIA IIAs«Avsrrric~
SIB-V426.

SIB-V446

SIA-V435
StB-V447

SIA-V451
SIB-V448

CIC 'iflLs«"
v Is r %asv

SIA-V476
SiB-V478

N

'L Y

V

L N

L Y

V

L N

HPSI Pump manual suction

HPSI Pump Discharge Check Valve
Prevent reverse flowduring pump maintenance and
check valve testing (via charging pumps). Open to
aiiow HPSi flow.

Prevent reverse flowduring LPSI and CS pump
testing and shutdown cooling operation. (This
assures ttouhle VUtye taotation of ootential flow

paths to the RWT.) Open to provide mini.flow
protection tor the HPSi pumps.
I OC'I t« t ru 4 s ss r'hsss Is'ltvlssssLrvI r us I sy ~ at ivvs svs Uv vs s vs.ss r ass r ss

Prevent reverse flowduring pump maintenance and
potential over-pressurization due to transient
Iherrnvi effet'iv Oner« io nroyide t PSI or shutdown

cooling flow.

LPSI Pump Discharge

ChecK vaive on LPSi Recirc
Prevent reverse flowduring HPSI and CS pump
testing. Open'to provide mini-flowprotection for the

LPSi pumps.

HPSI Pump Discharge manual valves

These locked open manual valves are adequately tested by the quarterly pump test Additional stroking of

these valves would not significantly reduce seismic risk (since failure of these valves to fail to remain open is

a small contributor to overall core damage.

The frequency with which these valves are required to either o'en or remain closed in order to mitigate non-

seismfcafly initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefoio it is appropriate to base
al ~ I It: I sh ~ I s hssrsrl rara Ihssir isrlsatastvrls sa tn Ihn'intamvl IIVUntABRA
UIU IlvttvsullllilsUILU ata vsvvv Vaasyvv asaavvsa vs ~ «s ss ss ~ lssssss " ~ ~ ~

The frequency with which these valves are required to either open or remain closed fn order to mitigate non-

seismlcafly initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigaie a seismicaiiy initiaied event (See Appendix A). IIIefefofe Ii Is appfopriale Io base

the risk sianificance ol these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frens IenCU Vriihwhfc h iheee ~lyeS are reaulred tO either Open Or remain CIOSed in Order tO mitigate nOn-

seismica!Iy initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismicaiiy iniiiated event (See Appendix A). Theiefore It Is appropriate lo Vase

the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which those valves are required to either open or remain dosed in order to mitigate non-.

seismicaily lrv'tiated events is mlxrilgreater than the frequency that they wouldbe required to open or remain

dosed in order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base

valve is required to ensure acceptable SDC retiability).

Tne irequenoy'Wiih Whioh ifleae Valyee afe fequlied to eivlef Opell Of se ' 0

selsmfcaliy initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

closed in order to miflgate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore itis appropnale To base

UIU IINUlvllllil4IIIU vl Ulvvvvvlvvv ataavvU assr sa ~ sls ~ s ~ s «rsss svssr s
~R~ A J J l lv ~ sL I L r A Ah U ssi ~ Isslsasartvsss ta In Ihv lntamUI tlysstsi<

Low Risk Sitinlfcant as valve is normallv dosed. and Is not required to open to mitigate a seismically initiated

event such as a small LOCA or a hss of offsile power.

The frequency with which these locked open valves are required to remain open in order to mitigate non-

seismlcaiiy Kiflatedevents is much greater than the frequency that they vrould be required to open orremain

closed in order to'mlligate a seismically Initiated event (See ApperxfixA). Therefore it is appropriate to base

the risk slgnifcance of these valves based on their importance to the Internal events PRA.

SIA-V485-
S«B V484

L Y N CS Pump Discharge Check Valve
'reventreverse flow tlurinn niimt« maintenance and

potential over. pressurization due to transient
thermal effects. Open to aiiow CS pump iiow.

The frequency with which these vatves are required to open or remain ck«sedfn order lo miflgate non-

setsmtcaliy initiated evarrisis much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain

closed Iriorder to'mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropnate lo base

the risk significance of these valves based onihefrfmpoi~m tootle lntemlal evenls PPA.
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Table 18 - Summary of Sl Valve Risk Significance Determination

SIA-V486
SIB-V487

SIA-V522
SIB-V532

SIA-V523
SIB.V533

SIE-V540
SIE-V541
SIE-V542
SIE-V543

SIA-V857
SIB-V958

SIA HV306
SIB.HV307

SIA.HV604
SIB HV609

SIC.HV321
SID-HV331

,)(j

~ roti

k

N

::~

;j~i';=--."::."Description/function:;-~„'-",;,, „-',."r

Check Valve on CS Recirc
Prevent reverse flowduring LPSI and HPSI pump
and shutdown coobng operations. Open to provide
minI-flowprotection for the CS Pumps.

HLI Check Valve
Prevent reverse flowduring normal RC and
shutdovm cooling operations. Open to allow hot leg
injection flow.

HLI Check Va!ve
Prevent reverse flowduring normal RC and
shutdown cooling operations. Open to allow hot leg
injection flow. Containment Isolation.

Discharge HPSI/LPSI Discharge to Reactor Coolant
Loop
(Class boundary) Prevent reverse flow for SIS.RCS
isolation. Open to provide HPSI, LPSI and/or SDC
flow.

HLI valve

LPSI Mdr Discharge Isol

Throttled as necessary during SDC operation to
maintain RCS cooldown rates.

HPSI Long Term Recirc Isol

Open for Long Term Cooling.

HPSI Long Term Recirc Cntmt Isol

Opened for hot teg Injection during long term
recirculation. Containment Isolation.

; ~~q%g~" ~'.-".>-"='+„';.""„+™Commentsl Basis.fo',Seismic Risk'RanMngwj":~'4P-.;i~~>g.;:.q<c;-

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain dosed in order to mitigate non-
selsmically initiated events ls much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain
dosed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base
the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal evenls PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-
seismically initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain
closed in order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base
the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events P RA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-
seismically initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain
dosed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base
the risk signiTicance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events'PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed In order to mitigate non-
seismically initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain
dosed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base
the risk signiricance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain open in order to mitigate non-seismi-

cally inigated evenls Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed
in order lo mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is approprhte to base the risk
significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events P RA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to remain open in order to mitigate non-seisfnically fniti-

ated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain clo ed in order
to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the rfsk signifi-
cance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA. Since closure of these valves is

necessary to facilitate SDC operation it is recommended that the test frequency of these valves not be
extended beyond 18 months without additional justification (Appendix A.7).

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed In order to mitigate non.seismi-
caily Initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed
ln order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore It is approprhte to base the risk
signiTicance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-seismi-
cally initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed
in order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk
signiTicance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.
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Table 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

f .:.Valve.fD~sk

SIA-HV605
SIA-HV606
SIA-HV607
SIA-HV608
SIB.HV613
SIB-HV623

SIB-HV643

." E'i

:rn:io'&gb,
Y N Sl TanK Vent

Open to allow SITs to be depiessurized during cool-
dowAs.

'hip~,-, h„o t~ js s" f 'deemao,t s, Si s o deism o dxxp,

';:.'9~-'""„""'~,>..'-. -~g-Commentsl Basis for Seismic RIsk'RanMng". '-') '>%< f"
~~p-",',i;"-.gg..*=-'t

least one of two SIT valves on each SIT is required to open to establish SDC per 40OP.9ZZ10 lf the seis-
mic event were to result tn an extended fess of offsite power. (However ifnecessary fadure of both valves on
a single SIT could be compensated by dosing the SIT outlet valve). At least one valve Is tested per SIT per
refueling outage which is sufficient to maintain adequate reliability. The frequency of requiring SDC (greater
than 0.027 per year just for SGTR in the fntemal events pRA is much greater than requiring SOC in response
to a sefsmic event, (approximaleiy 8E-5/yr for seismic event causing an extended loss of offsite power).
Therefnre!1 Lt'- appronriate tn hase Lhe importance of these valves on their importanco lo the internal events
PRA.

SIA-HV657
Sl B.HV658

SIA-HV683
SIB HV692

M Y Y

N Y

SDC Temp Control

Throttled open for SDC initiation.

LPSI Pump Isol

i, ins 6 to fnfuain'O C

These valves affect the reliabitity ol soc. Therefore they are ranked M for seismic risk ana! I Is recommended
.L I se. ~ --e s .. < . ~ s. e ded bet.ond 18 menthe Wiihesst additianalt lustirgalinn fAPPondlx

A.7).'ho

frequency with which these valves are required to remain open in ordor to mitigate non-seismically initi-
atea events is much greater than rrie irequency diat they woiiid be required so opo ~ or re" "ln closed!A order
to misdate a setsmisatty initiated exeat idee Appendix Ab Thstsiote it is apptoptiate to bass ihe tish stptpli-!
cence of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA. (Although those valves are[
CiOSed iO faCiliiate SDC failuire Of the Va!Ve eo Csosxes VslgljM A" P

mnr SDC nnnrnunn ~Irma thorn are choCkl
valves to prevent diversion of SDC tlow; Therefore normal shutdown operation ls sufficient to maintain ade-

quate roliabilityof this valve relative to its seismic risk importance).

SIA.HV678
SIB-'HV679
SIA.HV684
S!B*HV689

N Y SDC HE lsol

Throttle augment LPSI Train with CS pump flow.

These valves are normaiiy open and only required to remain open lor CS furiction. As such il is appropriate to
rank these components based on their importance to tho internal events PRA (seo Appendix A). (Failure of
one or both of these valves to close on a train of SDC would not prevent SDC operaUon).

. SIA.HV685
SIB HV694

T Y LPSI Cross CoAAect To SDCHE

Open to initiate SDC.

!; AtheLPS! AAPS!nihnSDCHX S!ACeth!SVa!VeiouSe IOP
the primary SDC path and SDC reliability affects seismic risk (Appendix A.7)~ it Is recommended that the IST

test for these valves not be extended beyond 1 year without additional justifcation.

SIA.HV686
Girl,llhld nnesses e ~ ~

SIA.HV687

'IA-HV688
SIB.HV693

SIA-HV691
SIB*HV690

SIA HV698
SIB HV699

Y
'

SDC HX to RCS Supply

Open to Initiate SDC

N Y CS lsol from spray header

Closed for initiation of SDC.

N SDC HE A Bypass
Open to assure CS flowcapability down to 200F
during Shutdovm Cooling.

Y Shutdovm Cooling Warm-up Bypass Ctmt Isol
Opened for SDC initiation.
Containment <sekNon;—

Y HPSI Pump Co!dLea Injection Isolation
Required to equalize hot leg and cold leg liow
follow!ATI(some)LOCAs.

These valves are required to open to aiign SDC. T!toy aid rated as Mediusrns R-.k based =,.!he dis tsslon in
AppondixA.7.

The ValVe IS narmally Open and althOugh it iS dOSed !O eStabi!Sh SOC, faiiure Oi Ihe VaiVe iO dOSe WOuld brat

roveni Lho affected s DC tra!n from nnoratinn oneration of the valve from hernial shutdown operation Is

sufficient to maintain SDC seismic risk at acceptable levels.

The valve ls roiTAallyclosed and is not required to open to mitigate any event whfch would be caused by a
seismic event such as a toss of offsite power or smail LOCA.

These valves are operated for successful SDC. They are rated as Medium Risk based on the discussion IA

Appendix A.7.

The frequency with which these valves are required to dose or remain open in order to mitigate non.seismi.

cally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they woufdbe required to open or remain ciosed
IA order to mitigate-a sehmicat}y Wigated event (Soo Appendix A).Thorrofore lth appropilate to base the risk
significance of these valves based on their Importance to the internal events PRA.



T bl 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Se isk Significance Determination

t.': Valve.lD '>'t

SIB.UV322
SIB.UV332

SIB.UV611
SIB-UV621
SIB.UV631
SIB.UV641

SIA.UV634
SIA.UV644
SIB UV614
SIB UV624

SIA-UV635
SIA-UV645
SIB UV615
SIB UV625

~ o

;O g
'p) c

~ ~ Oi
ro ro

L Y

L Y

M Y

L Y

N

~"~j',;-.':y:,Description/Function t.,; ~i;:. ".-:.;

Hot Leg Inj Chk Valve Leakoff Isol
Open to allow drain off of RCS leakage to RDT
accumulating past first SI header check valve.

SIT Fill and Drain Isol
Open to allow fillingand draining of SIT liquid water
inventory.
Closed to assure SIT integrity assuming ol LOCA
during SIT fill8 drain.

SIT Tank Isol Discharge

LPSI Discharge Hdr Ctmt Isol Vlv
Throttled open Ior SDCS warm.up during SDC
initiation. Open for LPSI LOCA flow.
Containment Isolation.

-". ".';-'~~~„„.'.; " .;.;.""= ".:;-i.-:Comments/ Basis for Seismic Risk Ranltjng",I'.,j-'-'„"i~0'-".:~~ >)~"","'~j'=.

Low Risk SigniTicant as valve is not required to operate to mitigate an event which would be expected to result
from a seismic event such as a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Valves are normally closed and are not required to operate in order to mitigate an event which would be
caused by a selsmlc event such as a loss of offsite power or small LOCA.

Medium risk as valves are required to be closed ln order to establish SDC (Appendix A.7).

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed In order to mitigate non.selsmi.
cally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed
ln order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk
significance of these valves based on their importance to the Internal events PRA.

SIA.UV617
SIB.UV616
SIA.UV627
SIB-UV626
SIA-UV637
SIB.UV636
SIA.UV647
SIB.UV646

. SIB.UV618
SIB.UV628
SIB-UV638
SIB UV648

SIA.UV651
SIB.UV652

SIA.UV655
SI8.UV656
SIC.UV653
SID.UV654

L Y

L Y

M Y

M Y

Y HPSI Discharge Hdr Ctmt Isol Vlv
Required to open on SIAS to provide Sl path to the
RCS. Provide throttling capability during injection
mode of operation and during long-term
recirculation.
Containment Isolation.

SI Loop Drain
Allows drain olf of RCS leakage to RDT
accumulating past first Sl header check valve.
Close to assure SIT integrity for LOCA postulated
during bfeedwff options.

Shutdown Cooling Suction Isol Vlv

Open to initiate SDC and/or LTOP. Close to Isolate
RCS from SIS.

Shutdown Cooling Suction Ctmt Isol Vlv

Open to initiate SDC. Close to isolate RCS from
SIS. Containment Isolation.

The frequency with which thea'e valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-seismi-
cally Initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed
in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it Is appropriate to base the risk
significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

Valves are normally dosed and are not required to operate fn order to mitigate an event which would be
caused by a seismic event such as a loss of offsite power or small LOCA. The frequency with which these
valves are required to dose or remain dosed In order to mitigate non-seismicaily initiated events is much
greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain chsedin order to mitigate a seismi-
cally initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk significance of these valves
based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

These valves are operated for successful SDC. They are rated as Medium Risk based on the discussion in
Appendix A.7.

These valves are operated Ior successful SDC. They are rated as Medium Risk based on the discussion in
Appendix A.7.
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Table 1B- Summary of Sl Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

: .-'-:..Valve ID@
«tt..c 1

) Qv, Q i%

ro Co,; +C«L«

Ã ' «fiCttp~i@«:&

"~~V"".w~+~-'-~++'IA.UV660

SIB.UV659.

SIA.UV664
SIB.UV665

L Y

Y" Y.

Combined ECCS Recirc to RWT

Close on RAS to predude flowof water to the RWT.

Close on initiation of shutdown cooling to preclude
flowof water to the RWT.

CS Pump Recirc to RWT

Pl~a « ~«c«dO «n nindssrln finwnf wntnr in Ihn RWTVl««««I ~ ~ IOV l« PI««
Ciose on initiation of shutdown cooling to preclude,
flow to the RWT.

The frequency with which these valves are required to dose or remain open In order to mitigate non.seismi-

cally initiated events is much gieater than the frequency that they would be required to dose or remain open

in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base the risk

significance of these valves based on their importance to the Internal events PRA.

The frequency viith which these valves are required to dose or remain open in order to miggate non.seismi-

cally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they wouid be required to ciose or relilalilopal «I

ln ordnr!o mit!naia a snismii allv initiated event ISee Appendix A). Therefore it is appropriate to base'he risk l.

significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.
~l

SIA-UV666 "

SIB-UV667
Y 'N KPSI Pump Recirc to RWT. Isol

f'I OAC. 4 I A n ~ i « t~ «hn awr1JIvnU vl ~ cMv w pl«\ lu«««vvr «I rvau«I 1««I« ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

The, frequency viith which these valves are required to close or remain open in order to mitigate non-seismi-

cally iniliated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to ciose or remain openl

in order tn mjijnatn n setsmjcall« initiated nvnni rsne Annendix A), Therefom it is appropriate to base the risk l

significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

SIA-.UV669
SIB-UV668

SIA.UV672
SIB.UV671

L Y Y LPSI Pump Recirc to RWT Isol
, Close on initiation of shutdown cooling. Note that

valve also closes on RAS even though LPSls are off
during redrculation mode. This conservative design
feature preludes flow to the RWT if the LPSI fails
~ ~
VI« ~

r,tmi S pray Control vlv
Open on CSAS to provide containment spray.

Containment Isolation.

The frequency with which these valves are required to close or remain open fn order to mitigate non.seismi',

cally initiated events is much greater, than the frequency that they would be requiied to close or remain operi

in order to mitigate asefsmiceltyinitiated event (See-Ap~!x A). Therefore It is approprhte to base the risk

significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

l

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed In order to mitigate non.seismi-

cally initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to open or remain closed

in order to mitigate a seismicatfy kutiated-event(See-Appendix A). Therefore itis approprinte to base ihn risk

signilicance of these valves based on their fmportance to the internal events PRA.

SIA-UV673
'IA.UV674

SIB=UV675
SIB-UV676

SIA-UV682

8 iA.I IU708

L Y

L Y

Y Butterfly Containment Sump Isolation
Opens on RAS to provide sump redrcuiation.
P~«««i«en««t innfnt>nn&VI~ ««I « ~ I«II~ I«« ~ «VII

SIT Fill and Drain Kdr CTMT Isol

Open to allow fitting and draining of SIT liquidwater
inventory. Close to assure SIT integrity for LOCA
postulated during SIT filland drain.
Containment Isolation.

N Redr«Sumn A for PASS

Open to allow PASS operations. Close for
Containment isoiagon.

The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-seismi.

cally initiated events is much greater than the frequency thai they woukf be required to open or remairi«ctoseu

in order to nv'ligate a seismicatty irwated event (See Appendix A). Therefore It Is appropriate to base the risk

significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal events PRA.

Low Risk Significant as valves are normally dosed and are not required to operate to mitigate a seismic event

such a s a toss of offsite power or a smaI LOCA.

PASS Piping ls seismic categonr 3, and this valve Is a containment Isolation Valve. Therefore it is

recommended that the test inteivat for this valve be maintained at less than or equal to 18 months.
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Table 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Se isk Significance Determination

~rj Valve,ID.'-.

DC
io (p ~

Q ~

Ca'"8'i

ro U) '.,

flu

ia'i„.gl

~zf~7~1~P~=- DescriptIon/Function,.r~+! "~;.", —;,

~ *i

"-'„",.Comments/ Basis forSeismic Risk Ranldrig -: 9

SIA UV709
SIB-UV710

SIA.PSV151
SIB-PSV140

L Y

L Y

N 'PSIPumpforPASS

Open to allow PASS operations. Close on SIAS to
predude diversion of Sl minimum flow.

N CTMT Recirc Sump Relief
Open to provide system overpressure protection.

Low Risk Significant as valves are normally dosed and are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically
initiated event such as a loss of olfsite power or a small LOCA

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA

SIA-PSV150
SIB.PSV141

SIA-PSV161
SIA-PSV162
SIB PSV192
SIB PSV193

SIA-PSV468
i SIB.PSV166

SIA.PSV469
SIB.PSV169

SIA.PSV179
SIB.PSV189

SIA-PSV194
SIB.PSV191

S IE.PS V211

SIE-PSV221
SIE-PSV231
SIE-PSV241

SIA-PSV285
SIB.PSV286

SIA-PSV289
.— SIB.PSV287

L Y

L Y

L Y

L Y

L Y

L Y

L Y

Containment Isolation.

N PSV Fuel Pool Clg to EDT

Open to provide system overpressure protection

N PSV LPSI to Fuel Pool Clg

Open to provide system overpressure protection

Y PSV HPSI Pump LTC

Open to provide system overpressure protection

N PSV SDC

Open to provide system overpressure protection.

ContaInment Isolation.

N Relief Pressure Shutdown Cooling
Open to provide system overpressuro protection
Open to provide RCS LTOP.
Containment Isolation

N PSV SDC HE Out to EDT

Open to provide system overpressure protection

N PSV Sl Tank

Open to provide system overpressure protection.

N PSV Recirc Thermal Relief

Open to provide system overpressure protection.

N PSV SDC Rocirc Thermal Relief

Open to provide system overpressure protection

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically Initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA

Low Risk Significant as valves aro not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA. (Normal shutdown operation is sufficient to verify that valves do not
open at SDC operating pressures).

Low Risk SigniTicant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Low Risk Signilicant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated ovont such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA. (Normal shutdown operation is sufficient to verily that valves do not
open at SDC operating pressures).

Low Risk SignTiicant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
hss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Low Risk SignTiicant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Low Risk SigniTicant as valves are'not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a
loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.
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Table 1B - Summary of Sl Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

,SIE-PSV288 - L

SIE-PSV407 Y

PSV Sl Drain Hdr to EDT

Open to provide system overpressure protection

SIT( Fill and Drain Hdr Relief to EDT - Outside

CTMT

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a

toss of offsite power or a small LOCA.,

Low Risk Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a

loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

O'IA InLIClc'Y

, SIB.PSV409

SIA.PSV439
SIB.PSV449

V 'V

Open to provide system ovelpfessufe pfolecuoA

t

Open to provide system overpressure protection.

PSV LPSi Thelm Relief to EDT

Open to provide system overpressur'e protection.

Low Risk sittnificant as valves are not reauired to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a,

loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

S,W Ri k S, A:f, I .. I, a & AOt vellel seel IOOpnfatn te mitigate aeelemieallylnitiated GVGAI Such QS a

mss of of(sile power or a small LOCA. (Normal shuldown op\ira lion is sullicfsnl lo vsrilr Ihsf valves do nol

open at SDC operating pressures).

SIE-PSV473 Y N'ISIT Fill and Drain l tdr Reiief to RDT - inside CTiviT

Open to provide system overpressure protection.

Low rtlsk IDlgntftcant as YIIIVUsUfu IIUIIUquifUU Iv vtcmlcalsl av ~ smltucslcc sa msslms ~ srweamr -- ~ ~ . ~ .~ ~ ~ .. ~.. ~ ...' ~ ~ ~ 1st ~ hhleevvt &if&ilviti&tnctnvnnt au h as a

loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

L PSV Sl Drain to RDT

'pen to provide system oveipressufe protection.

Low Ris'k Significant as valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically fnitiated event such as a

loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Containment Isolation.

Table cc.'- Summary of cH Valve Seismic Risk Sjanifjcance.Determination

v'::Valve'IDIYrti
, Ol>~f

avretrtt
CvVI'
w sc ~

'e((I'cihlr;.;gDescripI(on/Funclclion".', CL'trehc'I ~j".. tr',
" ',;.~ '„„'j$ „",, Cofnmentsl. Basis. for. Seismic Risk Ranking „~~v ~'~'j!

CHB-V305
CHA-V306

CHE-v429
CHE-VM70

I

ine
Xcllangef

Y Y- Refueling Water Tank And Safety Injection Pumps The frequency with which these valves are required to open or remain closed in order to mitigate non-

seismically Initiated events is much greater than the frequency that they woutdbe required to open or

remain chsed in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event (See. Appendix'A). Therefore it is

appropriate to base the risk significance of these valves based on their importance to the internal

events
PRA.'ee....l U ~ Chil ~

' I hh e'he r Ger&&I Irv eeleSllc& Alurdlls'mfv prnoaifirnr Rnrav
YIUVGS IUqUllL'UIv lmvtlsflaevmvVvffsu IIIV&mimlsmv Games ~ ev - .r ~

—
~

avaiiahilitV (sac Anpt ndix A.7I.



Table 1C - Summary of CH Valve S Risk Significance Determination

~, Valve.lDiai.
Q

%0 g"
'E K":

~ V)

iQ)

k
tu e

0 ~-„-.gg:»::<~tDescripIIon/Function'..-l -'," "~:„'=„"'
i~> ',~ a%i<

fi ',::.::„Commentsl Bash for Sehmic Risk Ranking ~"-'„';~'y.„'," .~~'."; ..<."-

CHE-V431

CHE-V435

N APSS Injection Check Valve

N Spring Cooled Regerierative Heat Exchanger
Charging Une To RC Loop 2A HV-239

Valve ranked as medium risk per Appendix A.7 as it Is required to open to establish Auxiliary
Pressurizer Spray. (The valve Is required to open to fnitiate APS flowand has a failure probability ol
less than 1E4 based on current 18 month test and generic failure rates).

Valve ranked as medium risk as failure of the valve could result ln Inadequate back. pressure for
AuxiliaryPressurizer spray (Appendix A.7).

CHB HV203
CHA.HV205

CHE HV239
CHE.PDV240

CHB.HV530
CHA-HV531

CHE-HV536

CHN.UV501 H

CHB-V327

CHAV177

CHAV190

Y

Y

Y AuxiliaryPressurizer Spray Valves

Y Close to Assure Flow to APS

Y RWT Supply Valves to ECCS Trains

N Isolation For Refueling Water Tank Gravity Feed Line
To Charging Pumps

N For Volume Control Tank Outlet Une

N Charging pump common isolation valves from Sl train
B suction line (normally closed valve)

N Boric Acid Makeup Check Valve to VCT Outlet

N RWT to VCT Une Check Valve

1

Valves ranked as medium risk valves. The accident sequence seismically induced loss of olfsite
power with both APSS valves failed viith a 4.2E-6 failure rate (NUREG/CR-2770) and a Beta of 0.07
from PLG 0500 results in a sequence frequency Of 7.7E-6/yr which would Increase by a factor of four
if test frequency was extended to 6 years. Intangible factors Ior conservative ranking is Industry
experience with solenoid valves and previous Issues with AuxiliaryPressurizer Spray reliability.

Situation is similar to APSS valves above. Failure of both valves to close could result in ina<foquate
APSS liow. Situation Is marginal bit conservative ranking was selected based on intangible reasons
above.

The frequency with which those valves are required to ctose or remain open in ordor to mitigate non-
seismically Initiated events Is much greater than the frequency that they would be required to close or
remain open In order to mitigate a seismically Initiated event (Seo Appendix A). Therefore it is appro-
priate to base tho risk signilicance of these valves based on their importance to tho Internal events
PRA.

Valve is High risk significant for seismic importance per discussion in Appendix A.7. If manual opera-
tion oi the valve were considered, it could be argued that valves aro medium risk. however due to the
desirability of maintaining remote control of these vatves, and previous charging pump prob ems with
gas binding the high ranking is judged appropriate.

Valve is High risk significant for seismic importance per discussion in Appendix A.7. II manual opera-
tion of the valvo wore considered, it could be argued that valves are medium risk. however due to the
desirability of maintaining remote control of these valves, and previous charging pump problems with
gas binding the high ranking is judged appropriate.

Conservatively assuming that the normal suction path via 536 Is inadequate duo to depletion ol RWT
inventory this valve would be required to open to maintain a suction source for the charging pumps
and APSS. since APSS availability is potentially affected, this valve was ranked as medium risk per
Appendix A.7.

Since Boric Acid Makeup Pumps do not have power following a seismically induced loss of offsite
power, the reliability of this valve negligibly impacts seismic risk.

Valve is medium risk to seismic risk importance per discussion in Appendix A.7. Tho valve is required
to open to maintain the normal CH-536 RWT suction source to AuxiliaryPressurizer Spray. (Although
the alternate supply CHB-V327 could be manually aligned it is highly desirable to maintain remote
control of the charging pump suction in the first hours of the loss of offsite power event to avoid gas
binding the charging pumps). Since fagure of the valve could result in unavailability of APSS, the
valve was ranked as Medium risk.
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Table 1C - Summary of CH Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

'attt Waar'.no:f;g"

q trtr()~

~E +~-;t

(to;~0

-'r,
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a

u&

~j"~,".»"~vs„g<.,",,'~;,'-',Commeritsl,,'Ba'sh for Seismic Risk Rankingt~gty W+>1"..~I-" .

CHAV316
CHBV319
CHEV322

CHAV328
CHBV331
CHEV334

Y N Charging Pump suction isolation valve

Y N 'harging Pump Discharge Check Valve

These valves would not be expected to be required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event

such a s a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

These valves would not be expected to be required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event

such a s a loss of offsite power or a small LOCA.

CHAV755
CHRV756
CHEV757

Y N Charging Pump Alternate suction isolation valve Low Risk Significance due to separate suppiies to each charging pump. Failure of I vaive lo ciose to
alfnn suction source from SI does not disable other pumps.

CHEV433 Y N Charging Une to RCS Low Risk Significance as function of valve does not impact APSS, and funct6ion of the valve to open/
~ '. i ~: rl. ~ t~raaaat at ataaia nraransl nraWaar nnrarntinn
~ vaaaax ~ vtavaa ao vvaaa4auvuvay avvavv vuaaaaV ~ av ~ ~ t ~ t

CHAHV524

CHAPSV315
r LtnnnMnta'va alJ ~ v'r v av

CHEPSV321

N

Y
i

N

Charging line isolation Containment Isolation Valve

Charging Pump Suction Pressure Relief Valve

Low Risk Significance due to power disabled viithvalve in the open position.and normal charging flow

provides adequate verification that the valve is open.

Low seismic risk significance as valves would not be required to operate to mitigate a seismicaey tnt-

tiaated avnnt sr ar h aa. a loss nf offsfle nnwer nr n small LOCA,

CHAPCV326
CHBPSV325
CHEPSV324

CHAUV506
CHBUV505

Y N Charging Pump Discharge Pressure Relief Valve

N Reactor Coolant Seal Bleed~If Containment Isolation
Valve

Low setsmfc risk significance as valves would not be required to operate to mitigate a seismically ini~

tiated event such as a loss of off~its power or a small LOCA.

Low risk significance as function of valve does not impact APSS.

CHAtrt/516
CHBUV515
CHBUV523

CHAUV550
CHBUV561

'M Y N Letdovm Isolagon Vahre

Y N Reacttor Drain Tank Outletlsolationvatvs

Although iripfngisselsmc category —1~~d unti@y Io-faildue to a seismic eaaent the consent aeneas of

a bieak of this p~fing with failure of the letdown Isolation valves is targe (potential core damage, with

containment bypass). Therefore it probably is not desfiab1e to extend the test frequency ot these

valves beyond a-refmlingeulage;—

Associated piping isseismfccategory 1 therefore any reliabilitybased testing requirements'are driven

by Internal events not seismic events.

CHAUV580

CHAUV?15

N Reactor Makeup Water to RDT Containment Isolation This Is a containment isolation valve that isolates non-seismic categoty 1 piping therefore it is recom-

Vaive mer ded that the-testinteival netbeextended-beyond18months.

PASS Is seismic category 3 and this valve serves a containment isotation function. Therefore it is rec-,
ommended that the tost interval not be extended beyond 18 months.

CHBHV255

CHNV835

CHBUV924

CHNPSV115

L Y N RCP Beat injection Supply Line Check Valve

N 'etdown to PASS Isolation Valve

Y N VCT QulletPressure Relief Valve

Y N 'CP Seal Injection Containment Isolation Valve Chargingl Seal Injection piping Is seismic category 1.therefore any risk based testing requirements

are driven by Internal events not seismic events.

Charging/ Seal Injection piping is seismic category 1 therefore any reliability based testing, require-

ments are driven by internal events not seismic events;

This is a containment isolation valve which isolates non.seismic categoty I piping. Therefore itis rec-

emnmnded-that the&stinterval-not be extended to mors than every 18 months:

Valve is not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event such a s a loss ol olfsite power

or a small LOCA.
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DC, O~ 0
Q .C
0 g

ro 0)

~
tu'Q'r ,-':r." f„ 1 . '-",„'escription/Function"

r

-i~'- +,'; Commentsl Bash for Seismic" Risk
RanMng;-..4-'HNPSV199

M Y N Valve Relief for Reactor Coolant Pump Containment Valve could be required to operate durfng an extended loss of olfsite power. Therefore extending the
test interval of this valve may not be desirable without evaluating tho effects of PSV failure on acci-
dent mitigation.

CHNPSV345
CHNPSV354

L Y N Intermediate Letdown Pressure Relief Valve These valves are much more likely to be required to operate to mitigate a non-seismically initiated
event rather than a seismically initiated event. Therefore it is appropriate to rank their importance
based on their effects to the internal events PRA.

CHNPSV865 L Y N Seal Injection Heat Exch Pressure Relief Valve This valves is much more likely to be required to operate to mitigate a non-seismically initiated event
rather than a seismically initiated event. Therefore it is appropriate to rank their importance based on
their effects to the Internal events PRA.

CHNUV514

CHEV440

CHEV854

CHNV118

L Y

L Y

L Y

L Y

N Boric Acid Makeup Line Isolation Valve

N Chargin'g Pump Discharge to HPSI Cross-Connect
Check Valve

N Charging Uno Chemical Addition Isolation Valve

N VCT Outlot Check Valve

The reliability of this valve does not significantly effect seismic risk as this flow path relies on pumps
which are powered by non%ass power.

Operation of this valve is not required in order to mitigate a seismically initialed event such as a loss
of offsite power or a small LOCA.

Operation of this valve is not required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a loss
of offsite power or a small LOCA.

This valves is much more likely to be required to oporato to mitigate a non.seismfcaily initiated event
rather than a seismically initiated event. Therefore it is appropriate to rank their Importance based on
their effects to the internal events PRA.

CHNV144

CHNV154
CHNV155
CHNV164

L Y

L Y N Boric Acid Makeup Pump Discharge Check Valve
Boric Acid Makeup Pump Discharge Check Valve
Boric Acid Makeup Filter Bypass Valve

The reliability of these valves has minimal Impact to seismic risk as the assodatod pumps re non-
dass powered and cannot be relied upon to mitigate a seismic event.

N Manual Isolation valve from RWT to Spent Fuel Pool Operation of this valve is not required in order to mitigate a seismically initiated event such as a loss
Cleanup Pumps of offsite power or a small LOCA.

CHNV494 L Y N Reactor Makeup Water Supply Check Valve to RDT This is a normally closed containment check valve in the makeup line to the RDT (used infrequently
to maintain RDT level). As long as the outside containment isolation valves CH-560 and CH-715
maintain a test Interval of less than or equal to 18 months, extension of the tost interval of this valve
would have minimal impact on seismic risk. This valvo Is also a good candidate for extension of tho
AJLT as studies such as NUREG-1493 have shovm minimal risk Impact.

Table 1D - Summary of SG Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

;.-: Valve ID--'-",.".
'\

cL. |=.-'=

0 or
E I

N

ro
UJr'C

tu r
'Q. '„'; ",', r.,'"„'""-.".,Description/Function.'.-.: ',.'~'-" -';:.„;"„;;,.„'";".-<,-:;,Comme tsl Bash for Seismic Risk RariMng'"..'- ".~»:,';"- .". ~r=

r

SGN.V097
SGN-V098

Y Dovmcomer Manual Isolation Valves PRA only models the fail to remain open failure mode which is continuously tested in mode 1; There-
fore additional testing would have a negligible impact on plant risk
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Tabie 1D - Summary of SG Vatve Seis'mic'Risk Significance Determination

SGN-V431
SGN-V432

SGN.FV1113
SGN.FV1123,

SGN HV1143
r'Qkr Ulrrv Acrlv ~ lnv

r mt'~ir
'i'„c,

54

I'IOI~O '-
N , Y

Downcomer Check Valves

Downcomer Control Valves

Feedwater Isolation Bypass Valves

PRA only models the fail to remain open fagure mode which is continuousfy tested in mode 1; There.
fore additional testing would have a negligible impact on plant risk

These valves may be required to open to allow the N train AFWpump'to provide flow. Kowever the N
train pump is seismic category 2 and cannot be relied upon to mitigate a major seismic event.

, Valve is normafly dosed and can be opened to bypass tho downcomer feedwater controt valve. How-

ever the N train pump is seismic category,2 and'cannot be relied upon to mitigate a major seismic
. event.

SGN.PV1128 ', L

SGN.V967
'

SGN-V968

Sr,N.Vnn2
SGN-V008

SGN-V435 L
c'rl ~ r rrinnM'LllV V tel
SGN-V440
SGN-V441

SGN-V959

SG-PCV1130
c'r nwrr ~ v anao rrvv 1 inr
SQ-PSV1131

SG PSV1147 L

SG-V289
SG.V290

;SGE-V003
SGE-V007
SGE-V005
SGE-V006

N

N

N

N

N

kl
~ v

N

N

V

N

N2 Supply Valve

N2 Accumulator lsotation Valve

N2 suppiy io vvN'PSL I l28 Isolauoll

Chk Valve for AFW Line

Air/N2Manual Valves to DFWIVAirSupply

DFWIVSupply Check Valves

N2 Check Valve

N2 Supply Riegulatof
hln tn Ilnwnnnmnr
~ Ir lv Ivv~ I ~ n

N2 Supply Relief

N2 to Downcomer Relief

SG Slowdown Manual Isolation

Economizer Une Check Valves

These components aro required to operate to maintain a source of gas pressure, io Traintain t«e
dovMcomef Fwn/s IDFWIVslnnen following 8 ines of olfsite power event. Howover the DFWIVa«
only required to remain open to allow the N train AFW and/or the condensate pumps/MFW pu'mps to

feed the SGs; However'these pumps cannot be reiied upon foiiowing a,rTiajor solslrnlic ev"ql and
Lhere fern there ts nn imnact tn seismic risk.

These valves are opened to allow the AFN Pump to feed SG1 (V002) or SG2 (V008); Kowever tho N

trafn pump cannot be relied upon to mitigate a seismic event sinco ft6 is seismic category 2.

The function of these vaives is to open/remain open io alirnv liie DrvVIV 'to remain ope ~
' los

of offsite nower such that the N train AFWpump and/or the condensate pumps can be utiiiied to feed
the SGs. Kowever the N train punip and tho condensate pumps cannot be relied upon to mitigate a
seismic event since they are not seismic category i.

j

Low seismic risk as neither of these valvos would be required to operate to mitigate a seismically ini.

tiated event such as a loss of offsite power.

These valves are normally open and would not be required to operate to mitigate a seismicauy iruu-

aieu uvma ~uwr a~ a Ivor Ol vllolw i vrrv\~ ~ ~ Ivsv ~ . ~

~ —.. —..- - l r N ii Th n rrrn twn Nnhtnlnmnnt Isolation valves that could be

remotely operated to isolate any failures Iri the non.seismic category 1 piping downstream of the con-

tainment isolation valves.

These vatves are reuea upon to ciose iotiowing a seisrTucagy '""'alod e""nt
power to prevent diversion of AFW flow to non.seismically qualified portions of the SG/FW systems; II

a conservaCve but not unreasonable Beta of 0.1, and the non-seismic portion of the SG piping is

assumed to faii fo'r all earthquake greater than the SSE (con'servagve) Cion the hequency of such an
event viith failure of boih chick valves In a single line can be esbmated as 1.1E-7$ r (8E-5'(2E.6/
hr'8760'0.75)'0.1 Beta] which results In a FV of 2.2E-3 (1.1E-7/4.74E-5 baseline CDF). Since

extending the stroke dosed tests on these valves could potenCally have a non-negggible impact on
CDF lt is recommended that these IST tests not be extended.
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Table 1D - Summary of SG Valve

~~ p>if'j?j".-', "Oescripiion/Function<-',.':„,,"

.,'isk Significance Determination

~,;..'~-".:.'-'. Comments/ Bash for Seismic,'RIsk'Rank]ri «r„:;.4>j'~;„:?4(q,'-':

SGE-V346
SGE-V348
SGE-V357
SGE-V358

SGE-V642
SGE-V652
SGE-V653
SGE-V693

SGE-V885
SGE-V886

SGE-V887
SGE-V888

SGE-V889

SGE-V963
SGE-V964
SGE-V965
SGE-V966

SGB-HV-178
SGA-HV-179
SGA-HV-184
SGB-HV-185

SGB-HV200
SG8-HV201

N

Y IACheck Valve

Y Downcomer Containment Isolation

Y Steam Bypass to AF Turbine

Y . Steam Bypass Check Valves

Y Combined Steam Bypass to AF Turb

Y Instrument Air Filter Inlet Valves

Y ADVs

N Chemical Injection

Low Risk SignTiicant due to redundant Steam paths, redundant air supplies and ADVs can be manu-
ally opened fothwing a loss of air supply.

These valves are retied upon to dose following a seismically initiated event such as a loss of offsite
power to prevent diversion of AFW flow to non-seismically qualiTied porllons of lhe SG/FW systems. II
a conservative but not unreasonable Beta of 0.1, and the non-seismic portion of the SG piping is
assumed to fait for all earthquake greater than the SSE (conservative) than the frequency of such an
event with failure of both check valves in a single line can be estimated as 1.1E-7/yr [8E-5'(2E-6/
hr'8760'0.75)'0.1 Beta] which results In a FV of 2.2E-3 (1.1E-7/4.74E-5 baseline CDF). Since
extending the stroke closed tests on these v'elves could potentially have a non.negligible impact on
CDF it is recommended that these IST tests not be extended.

The fail to remain open failure mode Is adequately tested by the AFApump tests and the valve is not
required to operate to mitigate a seismic event.

Since the frequency with which the AFA pump Is needed to mitigate a non'-seismic event ls much
greater than the frequency with which the AFA pump Is needed to mitigate a seismic event (see
Appendix A), the risk importance ol the AFA pump and associated valves is driven by non-seismic
events. (Piping is seismic category 1 and therefore the valve would not be required to close/ remain
dosed to mitigate a seismic event).

The fail to remain open failure mode is adequately tested by the AFA pump tests and the valve is not
required to operate to mitigate a seismic event.

Instrument Airpower and piping Is not seismic category 1 and therefore cannot be relied upon to mit-
igate a seismic event. I

ADVs are required following a seismically induced loss of olfsite power condition to allow SDC entiy
conditions to be established (refer to Appendix A SDC write-up). Ifno credit Is taken for local manual
action of the ADVs, then extending the remote stroke tests on the ADVbeyond 18 months could have
a non.negligible impact on CDF. (8E-5/yr (Appendix A.2) 0.07 (Train B power fails; Appendix A.9)

'.5E-G/hr8760 0.75 2 (Probability that one of two train 'A ADVs fails; AOV failure rate from
NUREG/CR-2770 Page 52). ~1.1 E-7/yr which corresponds to an ADVFV ) 1E-3]. By crediting man-
ual operation of the ADVs, the risk ranking could be argued lower but unless there is periodic manual
cycling of the valve that verifies reliable manual operation, 73ST-9XI20 (operation of the ADVfrom its
dedicated Nitrogen accumulator) Is recommended to remain at a n 18 month periodicity.

Low Risk as valve Is normally dosed.and Is not required to operate in order to mibgate a seismically
inigated event such as a loss of offsite power.
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Table 10 - Summary of SG Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

SGB.UV130
SGB UV135
SGA.UV172
SGA-UV175

SGB I IV112
SGB.UV137
SGA-UV174

'GA.t'ivf77

SGA-UV134
ar A Inyeaa
ng non-ad w ~ IIP

SGA-UV134A
SGA-UV138A

SGA-V043
SGA-V044

SGE-UV169
SGE-UV183

SGE-UV170,
SGE-UV171
SGE-UV180
SGE-UV181

+ Tr

'a~O~v

ro'f03'
Y

Y

M Y

M Y

evyfy'~ "la', „AV,w, q'I 'm
hvt

1

q

Y Dovmcomer Isolation Valves

Ey nn FW lenl

Y Steam supply to AF Pump

Y Steam supply to AF. pump

Steam Suppiy Check Vaives to A AF Pump
r

Y MSIV Bypass Isolation Valves

N MSIVs (IST test 73ST-9SG01)

->i~;;Commentsl Basis for,Seismtc Risk Ranktng'.~."gj$ '-"-~g-;"..~>:.—,

Valves are required to close to prevent SG overQI on a feedwater mismatch event which overQIS the

SGs. Also required to dose to prevent SG overcoolingl potential containment overpressure on a,
mainsteamline break event. The frequency of both of these events is judged to be dominated by non- h

seismic causes and therefore it is appropriate to base the risk rank of these components on the inter-,

nal events PRA (see Appendix A). The valves could also be needed to reopen to allow the N train

AFW to feed following a reactor trip with MSIS failure. Given some reliability problems which'these,
Iraivas haua axneriancoyl extendinn iha IST, ls inot fecornmGAdod

Valves are required to close to prevent SG overfill on a feedwater mismatch event which overfills the-
SGs. Also required to dose to prevent SG overcoolingI potential containment overpressure on aj

~ L ~ ~ mw I .. d L IL d IL It d ie evgrearg tn ha elynmtna topi hv nnn- ImalnslQamliile Uieegx UVUIIU I IIU IIUbtuUlbi 7 Ul lAIUIan UIPPP PVPI ~ IP i Q, . ~ -.

seismlc causes and therefore it is appropriate to base the risk rank of these components on the inter-

nal events PRA (see Appendix A).

The froquenCy With Wh!Ch thOSe VaiVeS are required tO Open IO mitigate IAterTiall7 IlllUIUGUGve S St

much Creator than tho frequenCy that it is required to open lo initigate a seiSmiCally initiated event(

(appendix Aai. The valve would nol be required lo dose io miiigale a eehmioally initialed evenll

since the vaivo is normaiiy dosed aAd Uie piping Is solsllllc categol7 I I ~ 6 c o 6 s
appropria!6.-"-'he

component ranldng to bo based on the internal evenls PRA.

Tho frequency with which these valves are required to open to mitigate internally.initiated events is,
much greater than the frequency that it is required to open to mitigate a seisiAicagy lriitiated event

(Appendix A.9). The valve wou'ld not be required to dose lo mitigate a seismically initiated event

since the valve is normally dosed and the piping Is seismic category 1. Therefore it is appropriate for
'he

component ranking to be based on

Illa f loquendi y vnltlg whrch tllose vaiv Internally initiated 6 ents is

much greater, than the frequency that it is required to open to mitigate a seismically initiated event

(Appendix A.9). The valve would not be required to.dose to mitiga e a seismicaiiy initiated event

Sil ICG Ule PiPillg IS SGISIIIIC Categery e component ranking to be

based on the internal events PRA.
'ain

Steam Piping in the Turbine building is not seismically qualified and failure of the MSIV bypass

to ciose fotiowing a seismic wouid significantly-comphcate Gvenf76covery. "".".""ghthe vJdive! s nor-

mally closed it is open occasionally (eg. - CRDR 1-5-0232}, therefore cannot always neglect the

importance of this valve. In units and fuel cydes where the valve Is being maintained dosed, the

stroke test CGA be deferred Vyith rlo impact on risk, but inoperagAg cycles where! t is being maiAta!Aed

open it is recommended that the stroke test be kept at its current periodicity.

Main Steam Piping in tho Turbine building is not seismically qualiTied, and failure of, the MSIVs to

dose following a seismic event would stgnIIicantiy compticate event recoveryr Extergsion of MSIV test

htorvals Is therefore not recommended.
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Table 1D - Summary of SG Valve S Risk Significance Determination

:-.-.„,.Valve ID;;-:

SGE-VA019
SGE-VA020
SGE-VA021
SGE-VA022
SGE-VA023
SGE-VA024
SGE-VA025
SGE-VA026

A

E0 C-col ~

ro v)':

o...

N

~~f,"w.. „~.-.' Oescription/Function,'..-. -:~"",'p-".",':

I'SIV

IAcheck valve

:„-'<:." Commentsl Bash for Seismic Risk RanMng.,";,"~„..'/".„"',,'";1"-„'-. - -„..

'V

These valves are tested in conjunction with MSIVcycling and since the MSIVwas ranked as Medium
risk above, these components were also ranked as medium risk. Extension of the MSIV leak test Is
not recommended.

SGA-VA027
SGB-VA030
SGA-VA028
SGB-VA029

SGA.UV204
SGA-UV211
SGB.UV219
SGA-UV220
SGB-UV221
SGB-UV222
SGA-UV223
SGB-UV224
SGA-UV225
SGB-UV226
SGA-UV227
SGB-UV228

SGA-UV500P
SGB-UV500Q
SGB.UV500R
SGA-UV500S

SGA-UV1133
SGA-UV1134

SGB.UV1135A
SGB-UV1135B
SGB-UV1136A
SGB.UV1136B

N

Economizer FWIV Inst. AirCheck Valves

SG-1 Hot Leg Blowdown Sample Line Isol Valve

Blowdown Isolation

Steam Trap Isolation

Steam Trap Isolation

Ranked the same as the Economizer FWIVsince these components affect tho reliabilityof the Econ-
omizer FWIVs.

Since tho blowdown piping downstream ol tho outside containmdnt isolation valve is not seismic cat-
egory 1, and since the inability to Isolate a pipe break downstream could significantly complicate
event recovery of a seismically initiated event it Is recommended that tho stroke test of these valves
not be extended beyond 18 months. With 18 month test (and no credit for oporational demands, and
conservatively assuming that the valves are initiallyopen) tho probability that both SOVs in a single
line fail to dose is estimated as approxlrnately 1E-3 (Standard Solenoid Operated Valve Fail to close
rate of 2E-6/hr with an assumed Beta of 0.1). (For fail to open mode it is appropriate to rank these
valves based on their tmportance to the internal events PRA.).

Since the blowdown piping downstream of SG-UV500S Is not seismic category 1, and since the
inability to isolate a pipe break downstream could significantly complicate event recovery of a seismi-
cally initiated event it is recommended that tho stroke tost ol these valves not bo extended beyond 18
months. With 18 month test (and no credit for operational domands, and conservatively assuming
that the valves are initiallyopen) the probability that both AOVs in a single line fail to close is esti-
mated as approximately 1E-3 (NUREG/CR-2770 Page 52 common mode failure rate of 1.5E-7/hr
8760/2). (For fail to open mode it ls appropriate to rank these valves based on their importance to the
internal events PRA.).

Low Risk as these valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated ovonL

Low Risk as these valves are not required to operate to mitigate a seismically initiated event.
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Table 1D - Summary of SG Valve Seismic Risk Significance Determination

SGE-PSV554
SGE-PSV555
SGE-PSV556
SGE-PSV557
SGE-PSV558
SGE-PSV559
cr e ocaIcsnvos I s v ' vvv
SGE-PSV561

'GE-PSV572
cl r pcvc7'l-
SGE-PSV574
SGE-PSV575
SGE-PSV576
SGE-PSV577
SGE-PSV578
SGE.PSV579
SGE-PSV691

ass rsrss ls rsrsauC.reVUUC
, SGE-PSV694

SGE.PSV695

SGB.PSV302 .

SGA-PSV309
SGA.PSV316
SGB PSV322
SGB.PSV305
SGA.PSV312
SGA-PSV319
SGB-PSV325

'SGE-V334
SGE-V339
'SGE.V35n
SGE-V360

SGE-V337

SGE-V342'SGE-V354

SGE-V363

In -'o'p

y)r C

ro'+-7
L Y

M Y

M N

s n.:.'

N Main Steam Relief

, N'DVAccumulator System Nitrogen Reiief Va'ives

Y: ChkvlvforADVN2Supply
(IST test is in conjunction with ADVlest 73ST-9Xi20)
and 73ST-9SG05 (ADVDrop Test

Y- Accumulator Isolation Valve
Tested per 73ST-9XI20 every 18 months and 73ST-

9SG05 quarterly (ADVDrop Test)

'~~p'„,~;A,'.~'jp~',~,:,.Commentsl Ba'sis for'Seismtc.'Risk Raltklrig'jgg~@Ig+~',~j„~j„;,~v(

These valves are much more likely to be required to mitigate a non seismically initiated event rather

than a seismically initiated event (BE-5/yr from A.2). Therefore it Is appropriate to base their risk sig-

nificance based on the internal events PRA.

These vatves'are tested during the ADVdrop test (73ST-9SG05) and by 73ST-9XI20 for the failure

mode of preventing successful operatioh of the ADVdue to leakage or spurious operation. Since the

ADVs have been ranked as Medium risk in this table, and since these components could p~tentfatly
I ss ss AIssl I. ss s s osILIIsc mrs rsrst h vhU Ihv A@I rlrrsrs IPI hPs nnt hnnn vnrv nnnds the
IUII UIU hLIv Iussl llUss sIsssvv ~ vsssvsI vrsyvssvs ~ v r ~ svs ~ sv r

s

desIrabilIty of extending the test inteNal should be evaluated considering the PVNGS experience.

These valves aro presently tested every refueling outage per 73ST.9X120. Since Instrument Aircan-

not be reiied upon following a seismic event, these valves afe ssrnspodsassl so resssose Operah' O L-
valves following a seismic event. However, remote operation of the valve can be backed by local

manual action and check valves are reliable devices. Although the RAW and FV values for a single

valve clearly woul'd alIQw some rehxagofl Qf IIIIs IST test, sosme restraint >s reconsmended ln extend

lng this test interval given that the ADVs have been given the high risk designation by the Reference

1 evaluation team despite the lact that the FV and RAW would have supported a lower value.

These valves are presently tested every refueling outage per 73ST-9XI20 and quarterly per 73ST-

9SG05. Since Instrument Air~t be refied upon followinga seismic event, these valves are impor-

tant to remote operation of the valves fotlowing a seismic event. However, remote operation of the

valve can be backed by loca1 manual action and check valves are reiiable dtntlces; Sea ADV-Ising

for add! tional decusston of the Medium ranking,The ADV Drop Test could be evaluated for exten-

sion; however since the test history has been poor, the desirability of extending Ihe test interval

should be ovatuatea consioering the PVNGS experience.



APPENDIX A- Scoping Evaluation. of Seismic Risk

A.1 Seismic Core Damage Frequency Estimate

The, probability. of a seismically induced core damage event has been estimated'n
Reference A-1 as less than 7E-.6 per reactor year based upon the site hazard'and a high
confidence'that the plant can mitigate.a seismic event with a peak:ground-acceleration of
0.3g. The PVNGS IPEEE report (Reference A-2) demonstrates a'high confidence that the
IPEEE Review Level earthquake (0.3g.peak ground acceleration) can be successfully
mitigated. This scoping study will use the 7E-6 per reactor year core damage frequency.

A.2 Seismic Loss of Offsite Power Frequency Estimate

'From information in.Reference A-5 the:median seismic capacity of offsite power (limited
by ceramic insulators) was~estimated as 0.2g. Applying a simple model which'assumes,
that offsite.power is unavailable for all:seismic.events with a peak. ground acceleration in
excess of 0.2g, Table 6-1 of Reference.A-6,indicates a seismically induced loss of offsite
power frequency of 8E-'5 per year.

A.3 Seismically induced CDF with Failure of Containment-Isolation-

Extending the test frequency of;certain containment. isolation valves. has no'impact on
either'the Seismic Core Damage Frequency (CDF) or the Seismic Large Early Release
Frequency (LERF). It does however. affect the. Seismic CDF with concurrent. failure of
containment isolation. This section, evaluates 'the. impact on CDF 'frequency with
containment isolation failure conservatively assuming that non seismic category 1 piping
fails during the seismic event (both. inside and outside of. containment). Not every
containment'penetration was evaluated only one penetration of'each,general type was
considered.

Containment Penetration Type One: Two series MOVs (both:normally..open):
For normally open containment Isolation valves on piping which is not seismic
category 1 there is a potential increase in: the. probability, of a core damage event
with containment isolation failure if the test interval of, the containment isolation
valves is increased. This increase occurs if it is conservatively assumed that all non-
.seismic piping fails due to the. seismic event. A typical:configuration,is NC-UV-402
and NC-UV-403. Both valves are currently tested: every 18 months. Based on an
MOV failure rate. of 4.2E-6 per hour and a R2 value of 8E-8:(Reference A-3; Page
72) the seismic CDF with failure of both these valves to close can be estimated as
9.0E-.9/yr PE-6/yr ((8E-8/hr 6570hr)+ (4.2E-6/hr. 6570hr)2)]..increasing the 'test
frequency of both of'these valves to 6 years will increase the frequency by a factor
of 11 to 1.0E-7 per year. Since. the IPE (Reference A-4) frequency for CDF with
failure of containment isolation is 5.0E-8/yr, and since this frequency would be
significantly increased if test intervals are. extended beyond 18 months, it is
recommended that these valves not be extended beyond an 18 month-test interval.

Containment Penetration Type Two - One remotely operated valve and a check
Valve in series:
For normally open containment penetrations with a check valve:and a remotely
operated, valve in.series the increase: in the CDF with containment:isolation if the
test interval'for both valves is extended to six years was calculated. For a typical
configuration such as NC-UV.-401 and NCV116 the seismic CDF with failure of
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itiated loss of offsite power events result in
failure of tthe GTQs the risk increase from
6 [8E-5/yr '0.1 failure probability of the 8
e, arid dependencies on'DGB, SPB, AFB,

A from the internal events PRA is 1.5E-4
ease for the 13 train Essential Chill water

,, but since the AFB pump is not
totally'sk

increase for this pump is actually less

conservatively assuming that alll seismically n

sustained loss of offsite power and results in
failing DGA is estimated as approximately 8E-
train AFW considering a 24 hour mission tim
ECB)]. By comparison the risk increa. e for DG
or about twenty time.'reater. [The risk incr
System is 8.4E-5 in the internal events PRA
dependent'on essential cooling the seismic r
than the 8E-6 value calculated above (by a factor of two) and the factor of approximately
20 difference is maintained. Therefore it is appropriate to base the importance of these
components (and associated,subcomponents) upon theirs importance to the internal
ev'ents PRA.

containment isolation of this penetration was estimated to increase from 2.5E-9/yr
[7E-6/yr (4.2E-6/hr 6570 hr) '2E-6 '570)f to 4.0E-8/yr if stroke testing of both
valves was extended from 18 months to 6 years. Since the frequency of p ciore,

damage event with failure of containment isolation would be significantly increased
if both series valves were exlended to a 6 year periodicity it is recommended that
.the test interval for,these valves (on non-seismic piping) be maintained at 18

months or less.

A.4.DG or SP/EC/EW cor'nponeht required to Mitighte ,'a Seismic Event

The probability that a DG or es: ential cooling water component is required to mitigate a

seismic initiated loss of off.ite poweir event, can be. shown to be much less than the

probability that it is required to mitigate a nion-seismically initiated event. Even

I

The 0.1 is an approximate value for failure of B train secondary cooling, which is judged
adequate for'the purposes of this risk scoping study, and was.e. timated as the surrey of,thy
DGB, SPB, AFB and I=CB:

(a) DGB failure 'probability was estimated as 0>07 i[1.8E-S/hr (Appendix C)'4 hours,",

4.9E-3 fior DG fail to start from 94 PRA update; G.i0105 for DG output breaker fails
to close from 94 PRA update (CB-FT ar'id CXXFT); and '0.0105 for DG

maintenance'unavailability].
(b) SPB failure probability was estimated as 4E-8 [the sum of CB-FT, CX5FS, II/IPl

FR; MP-FS, ~MP6CIM events fbr the SPB pump, from the 94 update plus
S P B4MANVLS-N'V-FIM],.

(c) ECB faillure probabiliity wa. e. timated as 0.02 [2.6E-5/hr fail to start failure rate:

from Appendix C,with monthly~ start = 0.01'; 6i7E-3 for AR7CM, ARHFR, CB-FT„

IWFNO, ITI=NO (all from the 94 update)l arid 2.8E-3 for ECBP01 failures from the
94 update.]

(d) AFB failyre probability was estimated as 6E-3 [2i75t=-6/hr for mpafs+xcbf0+cb4ft
from Appendix C with quarterly test, 6.9E;5/hr for mpafr from Appendix C '4
hour mission time, plus 7.5IE-4 'mp-cm from the 94 update].

A.5 Containment Spray RecirciIilation/ High Pressure Recirc|Lilation

Containment Spray i'umps have one primary safety function that would be needed
following a sei.mically initiated event such as a toss of offsite power or a small LOCA
(The seismic capacity of major RCS components, and RCS/Main Steam-line piping is

high enough that seismic events are not significant contributors',to Large LOCA or Steam-
line Break Initiating events). This funclion is to provide containment pressure control/ heat
removal for sei'smicallly Initiated LOCAs, and to provide containment heat removal for
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~ seismically initiated core damage events. The probability of a.seismically initiated small
LOCA can be conservatively estimated as 8E-6/yr (8E-5/yr frequency of exceeding 0.2g
peak ground acceleration event, and high confidence that this event doesn't cause
significant damage to the RCS pressure boundary based on typical nuclear power plant
fragilities). Assuming that.all of, these events occur concurrent with loss of offsite power
(reasonable since the pressure boundary seismic capacity is much greater than the
offsite power capacity), the frequency with which a particular valve is required to open to
mitigate a seismic event can be estimated as 8E-7/yr [8E-6/yr 0.1 failure of High
pressure recirc and/or containment spray recirculation from the other train (derived
below)]. This is negligible compared with the internal events risk achievement worth of
4.1 (13-NS-C20, SIAUV0673 risk ranking) which corresponds to an internal events risk
increase of 1.4E-4/yr. Likewise it is appropriate to base the importance ranking of
containment spray recirculation to severe accident containment on internal events, since
the internal events core damage frequency of 4.7E-5/yr is much greater than'the 7E-6/yr
seismic core damage frequency from Section A.1. Therefore it is appropriate to base the
risk significance of these components on their importance to the internal events PRA.
The 0.1 is an approximate value for failure of recirculation cooling. from the other train.
cooling and was estimated as. the sum of the DGB, SPB, HPSIB, CSB, SRBUV0675/
SRBUV676 failure probabilities.

(a) DGB failure probability was estimated as 0.07.[1.8E-3/hr (Appendix C)'4 hours;
4.9E-3 for DG fail to start from 94 PRA update; 0.0105 for DG output breaker fails
to close from 94,PRA update (CB-FT and CXXFT); and 0,0105 for DG
maintenance unavailability.]

(b) 'SPB failure probability was estimated as 4E-3 [the sum of CB-FT, CX5FS, MP-
FR, MP-FS, 'MP6CM events for the 'SPB pump from the 94 update plus
SPB4MANVLS-NV-RM].

(c) HPSIB failure probability was estimated as 6.3E-3 [summing cb-ft, cbOcm, cx6fs,
mp-fr, mp-fs, mp6cm failure modes for SIBP01 from the 94 update].

(d) CSSB failure probability was estimated as 0.01 [summing cb-ft,cx6fs,mp-fr, mp-fs,
mp6cm for sibp03 faults from the 94 update).

(e) SIBUV675/SIBUV676 failure probability estimated as 0.015 [estimated. as the sum
UV675 and 676 faults from 13-NS-C20].

A.6 HPSI/Sump Recirculation Components required to Mitigate a Seismic Event

See Section A.5 above.

A.7 SDC needed to Mitigate a seismic Event
Unlike the other systems considered herein the likelihood that SDC is needed to mitigate
a seismic event could be large relative to the likelihood that SDC is needed to mitigate an
internally initiated event. From the 1994 PRA update importance listings failing SDC with
a probability of unity (1SDCPROC-2OP-2HR) would'esult in a CDF risk increase of
1.8E-6/yr. By comparison, conservatively assuming that offsite power is never restored
within 48 hours on a seismic event the seismic risk increase could be on the order of
8.0E-5/yr (see Section A.2) [since makeup to the CST is non-seismic and,therefore
potentially unavailable, depletion of the:CST inventory could potentially result in core
damage within 48 hours if SDC operation cannot be achieved]. 'Since. long term
availability of CST inventory is not available following a seismic event, reliability of.SDC is
important to seismic risk. In absolute terms the Fussel Vesely of a single train of SDC is
scoped as approximately 0.006 [8E-5/yr (0.11 SDC Train A or supporting DG fails) *
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0.031 SDC Train B fails /4.74E-5].
BaSed upOn the SDC,train FV Value Of 0.006 W~it the 'tD(l train failure prObability iOf i

0.031, any single SDC cornponeint 'would have a FV of less than 0.001, (which
corresponded to a low Ranking) provided that the cqmponqnt unavailability was less than

i

5E-3. Typical. SDC components such as system MC)V~ have manual operator capability
in addition to remote manual actuation and therefore a refueling test would normally 4e
sufficient to maintain a unreliability of less than GE-3 (based upon the current upper,
bound failure rate for a manual valve of 3.8E-7/hr,an, 18 month test is sufficient)., One
mitigating factor which would allow extending lST, tests, on, these, components is that,
most of these valves guet exercised every 18 months in the course of normal shutdown
operations such that an l8 month IST test may Rye quperfiuous.,However since SDC
reliability is important to sei. mic risk, and since tpis~ impac;t cannot be showed Ito be I

clearly negligible relative to the ranking standards of the lST rankling process, these
components were ranked as Medium risk and it is cecomrmerided tIaat the test frequency
of these components not be extended beyond 18 months without additional justification.
The 0.031 SDC train reliability is an approximate IvaIue Iform failure of the probability of
failure of a SDC trai'n.

(a) The probabillity of failure of one or more qf tice SDC suet'Ion valves failing tq open
excluding control circuit faults was estimated as 0.02'3 [Based upon three valves
with a failure probability of MV.FO of 1.91E-2 (94 upda'te; 1SIBUV0652-MV-FO)
with a 8 hour non-recovery probability of 0.4 (NIJRPG-4550, Vol. 2, Page C-'1 55)].

(b) The probability of failure of one or more of the SDC suction valves failing tO open
due to unrecovered control circuit faults was pstImated as 7.5E-3 [Based upon,
three valves with a failure probability of CX4FO of 0.0125 (94 update;
1SIAUV0651-CX4FO) with a 8'hour nqn-recqvery probability of 0.2 (NUREG-
4550, Vol. 2, Page C-155)].

(c) The probability of failure of either the DG or SP in the other train was estimated as
0.074 (from Section A.5).

A.8 APSS needed to mitigate a Seismic Event
APSS may be neecfed to e.tablish SDC 'following a,seismically. induced loss ofIoffyiteI
power. The seismic event may result in an extended loss of offsite power which results in,

the unavailability of normal spray. Although it is probable that pressurizer vents could be
used to establish SDC entry conditions, this has never been doc,umented in an,FSAR,
type analysis, therefore it is conservatively assumed that APSS is needed to mitigate a
seismically initiated loss of offsite power (if, the GIsT inventory, cannot be replenished).
Study 13-NS-A35 (Referenc;e A-7) previously evaluated-the frequency of an extended
loss of offsite power requiring APSS operation as 1.2E-G for non-seismic events. Using
the seismic loss of oIfsite power frequency,from,Section A.G of 8E-5/yr, and
conservatively, assuming no power recovery and the Refers'ence A-7 analysis, the
frequency with which APSS is required to mitigate a seismic event is 4E-5/yr. The origina(
IST ranking ranked a component as high risk if the Fusqel-Vesely measure was

greateri'han

0.01 (CDF involving the component is greater than 4.7E-7), and as medium risk if
the FV was greater than 0.001 (CDF involving failure of the component is greater than
4.7E-8). Therefore if any component required for APSIS operation had a failure probabIility
of greater than 0.012 it would 'be a high.risk'component dive to seismic considerations
(since 4E-5/yr '.012'. > 4.7IE-7), and if it had a failure probability of greater than 0.0012
the component would be a medium risk component. l ooking at risk increase, any APSS
component whose failure resulted in failure of APSS would result in a Risk Achievement
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Worth (RAW) of almost two. Since a RAW of two was sufficient to designate a component
as medium risk in the original IST ranking, any component whose failure results in APSS
failure would be borderline to medium risk based on seismic considerations alone.
Therefore these components were designated as medium risk in the seismic ranking
(high risk if the component-failure probability was estimated as greater than 0.012).

A.9- AFW Pump A needed to mitigate.a seismically initiated event.
The frequency with which the AFA pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event was
estimated as 8E-6/yr [8E-5/yr (Section A.2) (0.074 Train B DG/SP fails + 0.026 AFB/
ECB fails)]. The Train B DG/SP, and AFB/ECB failure probabilities are from section A.4.
Therefore the seismic CDF increase if the AFA pump is assumed failed-is 8E-6 which is
much less than the internal events risk increase of 2.7E-4/yr (Study 13-NS-C20, RAW =
6.7). Therefore the AFA pump and associated components are much more risk important
in mitigating internal events than seismic events.

Checking the risk importance of A Train IST components (from Table 1 of 13-NS-C20) the
highest basic event probability for an IST component which is considered for test interval
extension in Reference 1 and fails AFA pump to both SGs is 2E-4 (13-NS-C20) ~

Therefore the highest CDF for a a single AFA component being considered for extension
is 1.6E-9 (8E-6/yr'2E-4) which results in a Fussel-Vesely (FV) value of 3E-5 which is
much less than the 1E-3. FV which warranted a medium risk designation in Reference 1.
Similarly the seismic Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) of an A train AFW component is
less than or equal to 1.17 since a 8E-6/yr increase in CDF represents only a 15%
increase in CDF.

Therefore both in absolute and relative terms the A Train AFW components reviewed in
Table 1 of this study may be appropriately designated as low risk.

A.10 - AFW Pump B needed to mitigate a seismically initiated event.
The frequency with which the AFB pump is needed to mitigate a seismic event was
estimated as 1.1E-5/yr [8E-5/yr (Section A.2) (0.074 Train A DG/SP fails + 0.06 AFA
pump Fails)]. The A Train DG/SP failure probability is from Section A.4. The AFA fail to
start/run/maintenance unavailability probability was estimated as 0.063 (4.1E-5/hr fail to
start failure rate with quarterly test and 5.7E-4 fail to run rate with a 24 hour mission time
from Appendix C; 4E-3 AFA.maintenance unavailability from 1994 update). Therefore the
seismic CDF increase if the AFB pump is assumed failed is 1.1E-5 which is much less
than the internal events risk increase of 8.5E-4/yr (Study 13-NS-C20, RAW = 18.9) ~

Therefore the AFA pump and associated components are much more risk important in
mitigating internal events than seismic events.

Checking the risk importance of AFB Train IST components (from Table 1 of 13-NS-C20)
the highest basic event probability for an IST component which is considered for test
interval extension in Reference 1 and fails AFB pump to both SGs is 2E-4 (13-NS-C20).
Therefore the highest CDF for a single AFA component being considered for extension is
2E-9 (1.1E-5/yr 2E-4) which results in a Fussel-Vesely (FV) value of 4E-5 which is much
less than the 1E-3 FV which warranted a medium risk designation in Reference 1.
Similarly the seismic Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) of an A train AFW component is
less than or equal to 1.2 since a 1.1E-5/yr increase in CDF represents a.20% increase in
CDF over the internal events baseline CDF of 4.7E-5/yr.

Therefore both in absolute and relative terms the B Train AFW components reviewed in
Table 1 of this study may be appropriately designated as tow risk.
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Appendix 8

Excerpt of 1ST question PRA-9 from Reference 2

pnn-9
osternai vents risk =a:".k-'.".": .Acco=d'tk ".o "-'.".e sn'oe'-"a'sect-'on 4.-.3."I,
"each component was rev'wed to detemne ' ' had a unction dur'g an
e..ternal event that was c'=erect from the funct'cn o= the componen or
interna'vents. 'Zf there was a d'=er nce '.". f nct'n, the re't'e.
imoortance was determined by assess'rg the impact of fa're oi tne componer.=
and the relative li)<elihood of the external even 5 " '. olio'' ng a e 5 af
comments on this process:

a. The above ana'vs's, b" 'tse' r.'ght not be suff'c'ent becas'se

sel 'ereal esse 5 Ccs e5u t i l 'Q ~ an ~ t a Q 5 (e go s UC 5

spur'ous open PGRl/5, se l OCAs, OSP or S"=0, etc.) tha= could
esu'" in re'ive '...por ances o SSCs be'ng chang d. ;hat 's,

since exec nal ever.ts (especially for fares) may contr'bute
sign' cantl y to the internal events CD:-, the initiating events
rhev resu' in could cause a relat'e shift 'n the overall
initiator mix. Co..secuent'v, the re at've impo tances of
svstems/composnents depended upon for acciden" nitigat'on will also
change.

, Spa" ially dependent CC."-s which are unicue to the ex" e na'ven
initiato s cannot be taken, 'nto account 'r. the simpliised
analysis.

('i) The loss of one tra'n of one or rose systems (for examp3e, f on

the loss of one electrical division) ron .these initiators could
cause the re'ative '.,portances of components in the other train to
be charged.

(iv) Comoozents 'ost as a " su't of the exec nal event are ''<elv not
to be ecoverable.

~ 4

bove p'ease -'ustifv vo r approach, or orovi a rev sed
I

assessment of the externa event r's.<.

b. A pre ~ imina y rev'w of the esults 'n Ap end'x C of Enclosure 5 sho s
s:

h - th „" we-e ao comoonerts that ~ere r -ran'<ed high because

external event initiators. Es t'his correct?

c xpert par.e'oo"asn me.-.iers that are tamil" a" w" h:.e se'sm'oesthe exp3.''' o olanP SSCs (for se'sm'c r'5'r)'r rembers that are

3. thi ol a l +' pro ec 'n (sa e shutdow„analysis ~'Doendixfaniliar with o
eva uat on, eetc) or a e all 'ns'ghts fron the. externa3. even" s

evaluation prov'ded by th PP3/:.P"=:-"- engin
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Appendix C

PVNGiS l3ayesian Update Draft

C. 1 BAYESIANUPDATE INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Section is to provide the documentation of the Bayesian Update that

was performed on sellected components for the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station

(PVNGS) Probabilistic Risk. Assessment. The Bay'desi'an Updating process is a statisticall

.technique. that is used to combine plant specific failure rates with a failure rate obtained

from a generic source,.

C.2 SUMMARYOF RESUI.TS

Table 1 provides the results of the Bayesian Update Analyses, as well as the generic,'and

plant specific data that was used during the process.

0

Table 1: Bayesian Update Results

Plant Update Data

Component/ Failure lt Iode
Generic
MEAN

Generic
E; F.

N FAIL. N
HRJ'MD

Updated
MEAN

Generic
E. P.

IAFBPOI--MPAFS
IAFNPO I--MPAFS

IAFBPOI--XCPBFS

IAFNPO I--XCPAFS

IAFBPOI--MP/i'
AFNPO I--MPAFR

IAFAPO I--TPAFS

IAFAPOI--TPAFR

IS GAUV0134-M VAPO

IS GAUV0138-MVAIFO

ISGAUV0134XCMDFO
ISGAUV0138XCMDFO

ISGAUV0134AXCSBFO
(17 letters - need to rename
ISGAUV134AXCSBFO)

IPEAGOI-DG--2FS
IPEBG02-DG--2FS

I.OE-6/hr

6.98E',-7/hr

1.80E-6/h
(SIAS)

3.0E-S/br

5.6E.S/hr

S|.SE,.4/hr

2.9E-6/hr

3„06E-6/iu

,1,.24E-6/hr

0.022/
demand

10

10

14

5

0

0,5

Ol,2

liS

315,0M hrs 6.68-7/hr

158,000 hrs 5.9E-7/hr

'6,300hrs 1.7E-6/hr

4200 hrs 6.9E-S/hr

37,200hrs 4.1E-S/hr

342 hrs 5.7E-4/hr

315,000 hrs 4.6E-6/hr

315,000 hrs '.1E-6/hr

, 3 IS,OGO hrs 2.0E-6/hr

'598 demands 4.14E-3/d

4.84

3.5

6.(i2

3.16

3.13

3.13

jg
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Table 1: Bayesian Update Results

Plant Update Data

Component/ Failure iVode
Generic
ilIEAN

Generic
E. F. ¹ FAIL.

¹ HRJ
DMD

Updated
MEAN

Generic
E. F.

1PEAG01-DG--2FR
IPEBG02-DG--2FR

1AFBPOI--CB4FI'AFNP01--CB4FT

1ECAE01--CB4FT
1ECBEOI--CB4FT
1EWAP01--CB4FT
1SIAPOI--CB4FT
1SIAP02--CB4FT

4SIAP03--CB4FI'S

PAP01--CB4FT
1EWBF01--CB4FT
1SIBPOI--CB4FT
ISIBP02--CB4FT
4SIBP03--CB4FT
1SPBPOI--CB4FT
IPBAS03B--CB4FT
IPBBS04B--CB4FT

Code Change MPLFS
ISIAP01--MPLFS
4SIAP03--MPLFS
ISIBP01--MPLFS
4SIBP03--MPLFS

Code change MPHFS
1S IAP02--MPHFS
1SIBP02--MPHFS

1SIAP01--XCPFFS
1SIBP01--XCPFFS

1SIAP02--XCPEFS
1SIAP02--XCPEFS

4SIAP03--XCPHFS
4SIBP03--XCPHFS

2.3E-3/hr

6.0E-7

1.0E-6/hr

1.0E-6/hr

6.9E-7/hr

4.1E-7/hr

4.1E-7/hr

10

10

4.5 2559 hrs 1.77E-3/hr

2.52E+6 hrs 1.5E-6/hr

210000 hrs 7.5E-7/hr

105000 hrs 6.2E-7/hr

105000 hrs 6.2E-7/hr

105000 hrs . 3.8E-7/hr

105000 hrs 3.8E-7/hr

2.1

2.2

1ECAE01--ARHFS
1ECBE01--ARHFS

1ECAE01--XCCAFS
1ECBE01--XCCAFS

4.7E-6/hr

7.0E-6/br

10 105000 hrs 2.3E-S/hr . 2.4

105000 hrs 3.2E-6/hr
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C.3 Methodology
The methodology that was used to Bayesian Update the PVNGS data ts dtscussed tn Ref-

readsheet was developed to perform the cal-
sheet is provided as 'Table 12.

erence 1. For ease of computation, a lotus sp
culations for the Bayesian Update. The spread

The following are the equations that were used for the analysis:

Time Failure Data

IH
(.EF„„)'r

1 645

('i(< pri
tnean . = ni x exp','-)pr pr

varp„== nt „x exp(o~ „) x (exp(o'„) —1)

mpr the median of the pnor

var>„== the variance of the pri
I

or distribution

where: o>, = the standard deviation of the prior distribution

'EFp„= the Error Factor of the pr'ior',distribution

mean>„= the mean of the prior distribution
distribution

The updated failure rate, is then calculated as:

a+n
ntean po p+t

(X+ nvar
(p+ t)

'„=

In

EF, = exp (.1.645 a'

iO
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where:

mean „
2

a=
var „

mean„,
var „

and: n = the number'of plant specific failures

t = the hours during which the failure accrued

Demand Failure Data
lii(,FF,)

1.645

Q'

mean = m exp pr
PF PP

var „= m „x exp(G „) x (exp(G,') -1)

where: crp„= the standard deviation of the prior distribution

EFp, = the Error Factor of the prior distribution

mean>, = the mean of the prior distribution

mp, = the median of the'prior distribution

varp„= the variance of the prior. distribution
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The updated fa'ilure rate i!s then
calculated'<'x+

n
iilean

)3+ d

((x+n) (P+d+ 1)var, ==

(P+d) 2((P+d) —(a+n))

var,
ln —~' + 1

mean,2

EF =.-exp( 1.645 x a„,)

ni
iii

,po

iean„ I
Where

mean r (1-meaii „)
i,n can„„var

incan„„(1 —,mean,„)
var „

and: n = the, number of plant specific failures

d = the, number of demands
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C.4 Review of Plant Specific Data

The following provides the plant specific data that was used for the Bayesian Update. The
failure data was obtained from a number of sources which are listed below:

(a) The failure data Trending Data Base was accessed for applicable failure
records.

(b) Excel Spreadsheets which are maintained by Maintenance Support.to perform
Maintenance Rule monitoring activities provides an additional record of fail-
ures for the time period since January 1994. Copies of the'DG, motor driven
AFW, SI and EC excel files that were used for this analysis are maintained at

hAz75479<excelhdg,xls, afbn.xls, sihpsi.xls, silpsi.xls, ec.xls. The spreadsheet
afbn.xls was also used to estimate the run hours on the motor driven pumps.
and afa.xls was used to estimate run hours on the turbine driven pumps.

(c) Diesel Generator start demands and run hours were estimated from lotus
spreadsheets maintained by the system engineer. Copies of these files which
show the calculation of technical 'specification DG run hours for the DGs from
1/90 through 12/95 can be found at /home/glpod/lotus/DG1A.data.wk3,
DG1Bdata.wk3; DG2Arundata.wk3, DG2Brundata.wk3, DG3Arundata.wk3,
DG3Brundat.wk3.

(d) Data from 1987 through 1991 was also available in Plant FDT books which
were assembled in the 1992 period. A copy is available in the PRA library, but
in most instances this data was not utilized due to design changes which make
the data of questionable relevance to the present design configuration and
because more recent experience was judged more relevant in assessing the cur-
rent reliability of equipment.

The maintenance rule data is particularly helpful for the years it covers as failures are
reviewed to determine whether or not they are functional failures of the equipment. The
FDT records where utilized are reviewed to screen out failures which do not result in fail-
ure of the equipment to perform its PRA function. As an example, ifa valve failed to open
in its Tech. Spec. allowed time interval but the valve still opened in a time-frame that
allowed its PRA function to be met then the failure was excluded-even though it may be
encoded as MV-FO in FDT.

C.4.1 Turbine Driven AFW Pump Plant Data

From a review of the Maintenance Rule Data base, and the FDT data base the AFApump
failure history shown in Table 2 was assembled. The Turbine driven pumps have experi-
.enced recurring overspeed trips between 1987 and 1994 due to overspeed which has been
attributed to excessive condensation in the Main-steam lines. However a design modifica-
tion has been implemented in all 3 units which has decreased the potential for overspeed
trips of the turbine-driven AFW pumps. As noted in the 1996 Maintenance Rule summary
Report, there were no failures to start or run of the turbine driven AFW pumps in 1995,
indicating an improving trend in AFA reliability. Also included in Table 2 is a summary of
the failures recorded on the Turbine Driven AFW pumps during the period 1987 - 1991
from the 1992 FDT Summary Book. This was included because the pumps have experi-
enced several trips unrelated to the condensate overspeed problem, which has apparently
'been solved, and was considered for inclusion in the PRA update if the Bayesian Update
had resulted in a failure rate lower than the rate incurred from 1987 - 1991 excluding the
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condensate overspeed trips. [Subsequent results showed that the Bayesian updated value
(based on 1995 experience. alone) was higher than ttte failure rate from 87 to 91. (excluding
overspeed trips due to condensation in the steam lined); tlherlefore the 87 - 91 experience

was neglected].f

Table 2: Turbine )Driven AFWP Failure Summary (1987 - 1991„1994-1995)'P-FS

Failure Mode/
PRA Code

Date EQPT. ID
Description/ WO, Source/Comments/ Dispositic!n

Fail to Start

Fail to Start
TPAFS

5/96

6/8/94 3MAFAP01
12/18/94

Pump over.;peed

trip

Pump Overspeed"
Trips

A f'ail to start event occured in late May, II996

(The pump started but tripped offafter running
for approxiiumately 8 minutes per discussion
with G. Sowers). The cause of'he trip was stilil

not determined as of early June, but did not
reoccur on subsequent starts.

1995 Maint Rule Report /Maintenance Rule
database (AFA.XLS).Both trip were due to
condensation, and the likelihood ofa recurring
failure has been significantly reduced by a

design modification which has since been

implemented.

Fail to Start
TPAFS

7/5/!90
2/18/89

2M:AFAPPOI Pump overspeed
Tops

Both Failures were attributable to condensate

in the steam lines. (From 1987 - 1991 FDT
Summary Pages 6 and 11)

Fail to Start
TPAFS

Fail to Start
TPAFS (?)

TPAFS (?)

12/3/89 3JAFAE01

8/21/90 IJAFAE01
9/27/90 2JAFAEO1

11/'l0/88 1AFAE'01

Pump Overspeed
Trip

Puinp Failed to
Achieve Rated
Speed

Pump Fail to
Achieve Rated
Speed

Triipped on Overspeed - defective Resistor (
17). (From 1987 - 1991 FDT Summate Be fore

Pa,ge 1)

Defective Ramp Circuit. FDT 1987- 1991

Summary Pages 9,10. Questionable whether,
these were. functional failure given the descrip-
tion

Defective Relay Circuit CR-5. From,'FDT

Summary 1987 - 1991 before Page 11).,

a. 1993 and earlier experiience was discarded as not representative to the current system configuration. A
design modification has been installed which significantly reduces the probability of an oversp!eed!trip!

due to condensatiion iin th,e steam lines.

II)
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Table 3: Turbine Driven AFWP Failure Summary (1990-1995)
TP-FR'ailure

Model
PRA Code

Date EQPT. ID Description/ WO
¹ Source/Comments/ Disposition

Fails to Run
TPAFR

10/25/95" 2MAFAP01
3MAFAP01

WO ¹ 00730429
WO ¹ 00415251

FDT Search on AF pump failures (Appendix A)
identifies,two events which'document incipient
failures to run of turbine driven AFW pumps over
the subject period. Both of these failures were

judged to be incipient failures (One was seal leak-
'ge event, the other out ofspecification vibration)

which (with 90Vo confidence) would not have
failed component function with at least 90Vo confi-
dence. These two events were conservatively
included in the Bayesian update as two-tenths of a

failure (one-tenth of a failure each).

a. Data prior to 1990 excluded as non-representative. Due to a design problem, there were several cracks
found in center shaft sleeves, and a couple of failures of the fourth stage impeller. None of these resulted
in an actual fail to run or fail to start event, but the differential pressure was reduced.

Based on the information in Table 3, the failure rate'TP-FS was updated with zero failures
in three pump years (2.6E+4 hours). Although there is a record of four non condensate
related overspeed trips in the eighteen pump years covered by the Table it was decided not
to include this data unless the updated rate was less than the 1.9E-5/hr rate implied by the
plant specific data due to concerns that the overspeed trip problem is totally solved (by
accumulating additional experience on the new design. In order to update the. TP-FR fail-
ure rate an estimate was needed on the number of run hours per pump per year. Based on
data in the Maintenance Rule database spreadsheet afa.xls (looking at Units 2 and 3 from
1/94 to 12/96) it was estimated that each Turbine Driven Pump is run for 19 hours per
year. The TP-FR failure rate was then updated with 0.2 failures in 342 run hours.

C.4.2 Motor Driven AuxiliaryFeed-water Pump Plant Specific Data
From a review of the FDT data'base, Maintenance Rule Reports and Maintenance Rule
data'bases summaries of AFW motor driven pump failure experience were generated.
These summaries are included as Table 4 (Control Circuit fail to start failures) and Table 5
(Motor Driven Pump Failures to Start and Run) below.

Table 4: Motor Driven AFWP Failure Summary (1994-1995) CX
Faults'AILURE

MODE/
PRA Code

Date EQPT. ID Description/ WO
Source/Comments/ Disposition

Fail to Start
AFN Control Circuit
(CXOFS in 94 update)

8/30/94 3MAFNPOI Low Suction
Pressure Trip

1995 Maint Rule Report;
Suction Pressure Trip has been

bypassed, but failure was conserva-
tively included
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Tablie 4.', Motor Driven AFWP Failure Summary (199'4-1995) CX Fault!Ia

FAILUREMODE/
PRA Code

Date EQPT. ID Description/ '!!I'D/O
Source/Comments/ Dispositi

Fail to Start
AFN Control Circuit
(CXOFS in 94
Update)

I I/27/95 IMAFNPOI Low Suction
Pressure Trip

1995 Maiint Rule Report

a. Additional low pres, sure suction pressure,trr

design change has bypassed the low suction p
record of all these trips. Review of the FDT d

failures on these pumps which prevented pumm

pressure trips which are not applicable to the

sure trip has siince been disabled.

ips occurred in,the early 1990s. However since a recer

ressurei trips, no attempt was made to obtain a cornple

ata base and FDT summary revealed no control clrcut

p start since 1990, other than the low pressure suctior

current desiign yon(iguption, since the low suction prc

Table 5: Motor DriIven AFWP Failure Summary„(1990-1995)'P-FR, MP-1

FAILURE
MODE/ PAW

Code

MP-FR, MP-I.S

MP-FR

MP-FR

Date

1-5-90
6-9-90

3-21-95

Eqpr. ID

3MAFNPOI:
IMAF3POI

2MAFBPOI

%0¹

¹ 00401885
¹ 00428772

614446

Source/Comments/ Disposition

The Maint Pule 1995 Summary Shows th

have been no motor driven pump failures oti:=

thie AFN Control Circuit faults above betwei

and 12/9.'i.

The FDT data biase (MDP search) listed tv.

leakage events which occurred between I-
I2-95, hciwever both of these were incipient f
and the pump was capable of petform:
intended function (of providing makeup flow
SGs for 24 hours or until SDC couldi be estab..

Therefore, these failures were not consider«

u!res for t'e purpose of the PRA update.

A 3/21/95 sample of the oil sample shuwed:
cant wear on the thrust bearing. In the judger.
the riesponsible maintenance engineer, faiiiu:

not immiinent, but tlhe failure was consider«

half of a failiure as there is some reasonabi.

regarding whether or not the pump would ha

v!vedi an extended run'pertod.

a. Data before 1990 was'excluded. Tlhere were two fourth stage 'impeller failures in the 1987/1988 ti

frame and the, design was modified to reduce the likelihood of recur~rence. (Even for these events th

pump continued to ru'n, and would have been able to prdvid4 ad'equate low to the SGs for decay he:

removal purposes, so Inclusion of pre-1990 experience would not necessarily change the result sign

cantly

From Table 4, there have been no control circuit failures of the /tl~, pump in th6 last fI!

years (1990 - 1995). Therefiore 1AFBP01--XCPBFSi was updated with no failures in 18

pump years.

AFNP01 has experiencecl two liow pressure suction pressure trips in the last.6 pump years

of experience. However the low pressure suction pres'sur'e trips'ha,ve since been disabled,

fIi
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therefore 1AFNP01--XCPAFS will be updated'based only upon the 1995 experience of
no failures in the last three pump years, of experience'(26,300 pump hours). Once the AFN
circuit is modified to reintroduce a new form of low suction pressure protection, any new
pump failure mechanisms which-are introduced, should be identified and included in the
PRA model as an additional failure mechanism.

There have been no MP-FS events in the last 5 years. Therefore MP-FS will be updated
with no failures in 36 pump years. Although there haven't been any MP-FR events in the
last 6 years, there have been three events, that could be characterized as incipient failures.
The Maintenance Rule database (afbn.xls) indicates 1400 hours of run'between 1/94 and

12/95. This was extrapolated to 4200 hours of run for the period 1990 through 1996. The
MP-'FR failure rate was then updated with 0.5 failures in 4200 hours of pump run.

C.4.3 AFW Pump Steam admission Valves Plant Specific Data

Appendix A provides the printout of all FDT records for work that was performed on the
steam admission valves. Table 6 summarizes all failures to open of steam, admission
valves between 1/90 and 12/95.

Table 6: Turbine Driven AFYVP Failure Steam Admission MOVFTO (1990-1995)

FAILUREMODE/. PRA
Code

Date EQPT. ID Description/ WO ¹ Source/Comments/ Disposition

IS GAUV0134-MV-FO
ISGAUV0138-MV-FO

IS GAUV0134-MV-FO
ISGAUV0138-MV-FO

8/30/91 2JSGAUVO I
34

6/28/93 2JSGAUVOI
34

WO ¹ 00511824

WO ¹ 00602340

MOVFTO due to motor/ torque switch
failure (Valve partially opened, but fail-
ure was conservatively included)

Valve Operator thrust insufficient to
open valve under design basis condi-
tions (Considered as one-half a failure
for purposes of Bayesian update, since
probably would not have prevented
valve from opening post-accident).

I SGAUV0134-CX;FO
ISGAUV0138-CX-FO

6/16/93 3JSGAUVO I
34

WO ¹ 00613617 LimitSwitch contact failed open

Table 7: Turbine Driven Bypass Steam admission SOVs (1990-1995) SV-FO,

FAILUREMODE/
PRA Code

Date EQPT. ID Description/ WO ¹ Source/Comments/ Disposition

ISGAUV134ASV-FO
IS GAUV138ASV-FO

4/20/92 3JSGAUV0138A WO ¹00551554 Failed Solenoid (SOV may have
opened long enough to start TDP
but event is conservatively included)

ISGAUV134ACXXFO
IS GAUV138CXXFO

10/31/90 IJSGAUV0138A WO ¹ 00453491 FTO due to poor electrical connection
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From Table 7, PRA evefits 1SGAUV0134-MV-FO attd llSGAUV0138-MV-FO will be

updated with 1.5 faiilures in 36 valve years (315,000 valve hours): The correspondin,g CX-

FO events willbe updated, with 1 failure in 36 valve control circuit years (315,000 hours).,

The SGAUV134A events (SV-FO and CXX-FO) wiillboth be updated with 1 failure
in'36'alve

years (315,000 hours).

C.4.4 Diesel Generator Plant Specific Data

The DG Spreadsheet,(DG.XL.S) and the FFDDT,database;were rev'iewed to identify DG
functional failuies that occurred- from 1/1/90 to 12/31/95. The FDT Database is Int'-luded

3 5~000 DG hours 598 Technical S e ifi-

Table 8i OG Starts and Run Hours (1990 through 1995)

in Appendix A.Durin this p.nod repr.senting . 1 „ p p

cation Starts and 2559 Technical specification run hours, the failures listed in Table 9 have

occurred which would have affected emergency mode operation. The number ofTechnical

Specification starts and Run Hours, are from EXCE1. spreadsheets located in /home/glpod/
lotus which are recopies of corresponding files maintained by the system engineer in /home/
nthiboda/z-dg-data/run-log/. 'The starts and run hours can be broken down as follows:

DG 'Tech Spec Starts DG Tech Spec Run Hours

D~G 1A

DiG 1B

DiG 2A

DG 2B

DiG 3A

90

93

104

106

103

411

346

554.

416

403

DG:3B

Total

102 428

598
' ' ''559

Table 9: DG failures(1990-1995)

FAILUREMODE/
EQFI" ID

DG-FR (DG 2B)

Date
(WO Close

Date)

lI/21/92

WOO

00537706';ource/('omments/
Disposition

In'spection of'Generator Brushes, indicated t'hat a fail to
run failure may have been imminent, during an iinspec-

tion performed follo~iingerratic operation due to a failed
pre-positioning board (which doesn't aff'ect the emer-

gency mode of operation). Per DG.XLS 'this'was consid'-

ered a load failure.
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Table 9: DG'failures(1990-1995)

FAILUREMODFJ
EQPT ID

Date
(WO Close

Date)

r,

WO Source/Comments/ Disposition

DG-FS (DG 2A)

DG-FR (DG 3B)

DG-FR (DG 2B)

DG-FS (DG 2B)

DG-FR (DG 3B)

DG Fuel Leakage or
Lube Oil Leaks

12/12/90
(12/19/90)

7/28/93
(7/30/93)

2/16/94

4/6/94
(4/10/94)

4/16/94

1DGB -12/90
IDGB - 2/91
2DGA - 5/91
3DGA - 4/92
3DGB -10/91

00460115

00621749

00656765

006577899

00460824
00468457
00480875
00550603
00519587

During a run the exhaust silencer lifted, blowing insula-
tion and the shroud offthe silencer. Since this was a tech

spec start (i.e. - the DG had already been called opera-

ble) this failure is included although itcould be excluded
as post maintenance test. Ifthis was done however then

'he run log would need to be reviewed and all run hours
for post maintenance tests removed, and time was not
available to perform this task).

A Maint Rule load failure occurred on 7-28-93 when
abnormal DG operation was detected during a four hour
load run. Subsequent investigation showed malfunction
ofall four intake and,exhaust valves on DG 3B.

A Maint Rule Failure occurred on 2/16/94 at 15:48 per
spreadsheet DG.XLS due to a fractured injection line.
The DG,had'previously been run on this date at from
1000 to approx 1430 for monthly ST. Although the fail-
ure in DG.XLS is not applied to the 1000 run, there is an
entry in the table that indicates that the failure occurred
during Tech Spec Start ¹166.

During operability'testing, operations detected an abnor-
mal noise and damage to the 4L cylinder was subse-

quently, detected. Since the DG, was never loaded due to
'he failure, this event was considered a fail to start failure

although the DG came up to voltage and frequency
unloaded.

, The DG failed at eighteen hours into a 24 hour post
maintenance test run due to significant fuel leakage from
the 2L Fuel'Injection Pump. Since this was a tech spec
start (i.e. - the DG had already been called operable) this
failure is included although it could be excluded as post
maintenance test. Ifthis was done however then the run
log would need to be reviewed and all run hours for post
maintenance tests removed, and time was not available
to perform this task).

These failures were determined not to be functional fail-
ures (FDT encoded as DG degraded not failed and they
were not severe enough to be considered functional fail-
ures in DG.XLS spreadsheet. However there is a small
probability that DG fuel leakage/lube oil leakage could
result in DG failure during an extended run. Therefore
they are included as one-tenth of a fail to run event for
each of the events.
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C.4.5 PB Circuit Breakers Plant Specific Dat'a

The FDT database was reviewed to identify fail to close failures on 41I60 Volt Cirdui
Breakers. Failure Data for circuit breakers PBAS03B, PBAS03C, PBAS03D, PBAS03E,
PBAS03F, PBAS03G, PB'AS031VI, PBAS03S.and the same breakers on PBB was accumu
lated for update (16 Breakers per Unit).The PB Circuit Br'eaker failure experience is sum
marized in Table 10.

Table 10: PB Circuit Breaker Failures (1.990-1995)

FAILUREMODE/ EQPT ID

2EPBBS04F (LP!llPump CB FTC)
2EPBAS03C (ES',P C]B Fl'C)
3EPBBS04F (LPSI CB FTC)
1EPBAS03F (LPSI CB FTC)

1EPBBS04D (CS Pump CB FTC)
2EPBAS03M (ECW CB,FTC)
2EPBAS03C (ESP C]B FI'C)
3EPBBS04F (LP!llCB FTC)

PB Circuit Breaker Co'ntrol Circuit
Fault's resultihg in Failure of PB
Circuit Breakers to Close

Date
(WO Close

]Date)

6/18/90
2/17/92
9/10/92
9/1/94

2/8/91
7/30/92
10/09/92
4/8/93

WOi

00430771
,00540661,
,00570742,
00635612

'00469955
00566650
'00576533
00603885

Source/Comments/ Dispositii

Circuit Breaker Failure to Close

Circui't Breaker Failed to close due tt
uncharged closing springs. Due tb rec.

problems of this type a design modifi«
implemented which alarms if'he eschar

spjdngs do nor recharge after breaker "

Since this failure mode is now alarm».
it willsignify the need for corrective.".
when the breaker is subsequently ope-
can therefore be eliminated as a CB

F'DT

Search Indicates no control circ»
from 1990- 1995 which resulted in f~

the circuit'reaker to close.

I

The PB CB-FT fai,lure rate was therefore up
hours (288 component hours) whiclh correspo

dated with4 failures in 2.52E+6 component
nds. Control Circuit failures of load breakers

are included with the component control circuit (e.g. - for. the AF B pump, circttit breqkel
command faults are included with 1AFBPOI-—.XCPBS).

C.4.6 SI Pump Plant Specihc Data

A review of the FDT data base and the Maintenance Rule spreadsheets was performed> As
documented in the 19'96 Maintenance Rule Report,'here, were no failures of SI pumps tc
fail to start or run in the 1995 to 19'96 time-frame. Therefore all these pumps and the &sod
ciated control circuits were updated with no failures for the period 1995 to 1996. Data
from the LPSI and CS pumps was combined since. these pumps are very similar in design

C.4.7 Essential Chiller Plant Specific Experience

A review of the 1996 Maintenance Rule report and the associated excel spreadsheets were
reviewed to identify EC fail to start failures that occurred during this period. EC chillet
failures which occurred during the time periocl of'anuary 1995 to December'996,are
summarized in Table 11:
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Table 11: Essential Chiller Failures,(1994- 1995)

, t
'FAILUREMODE/ EQPT ID

Date
Source/Comments/ Disposition

1ECAEOI (ARHFS)

2ECBE01 (ARHFS)

3ECAE01 (ARHFS)

11-27-'95

3-5-95

11-27-95

Chiller tripped on low refrigerant temperature due to a freon
leak. (The chiller ran about 30 minutes,'but trips in the first
hour ofoperation are included with fail to start, since the

'hiller requires a period of operation to stabilize and the trip
rate is highest in the first minutes ofoperation.

Chiller, tripped on compressor low oil pressure.

Chiller was manually tripped due to low temperature and oil
pump cavitation. Maintenance Rule considers this a functional
failure since there is some uncertainty„regarding the ability to
perform if,it.hadn'.t been tripped.,I also conservatively
included it as a full PRA functional failure (partially because

ofa 96 chiller failure that was excluded since it didn't occur in
the 94 to 95 time

frame).'ll

of these failures were attributed to deficiencies in the Chiller and not due to spurious
control'circuit faults. Therefore the ARHFS failure rate was updated with 3 failures in 12

Chiller years (105,000 Chiller hours). The Control Circuit'Failure Rate (XCCAFS) was
updated with zero failures in 12 Chiller years. The Fail.to run failure rate was not updated
but the data in the EC spreadsheet was reviewed, and the data therein is consistent-with the
generic rate used in the PRA (There have been two documented instances where the
Chiller tripped off line but both were attributed to maintenance activities, which would
normally be suspended post-accident, and'he EC spreadsheets indicate approximately
8000 hours of Chiller run during this period.

C.5 Summary of Calculations.

An EXCEL spreadsheet was written to perform the Bayesian update calculations
described in section 4.1.2. The results of the spreadsheet calculations as well'as intermedi-
ate results such as a and P are included in Table 12.
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